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Black
Farmers
Make
History
with Cuba

Maryland
Gov. Elect
Accused of
IDegal Poll
Practices

By Tara Curtis

By Christopher Rutledge
Contributing Writer

Metro Editor
With the assistance of
the NAACP, th e National
Black Farmers Association
(NBFA) reach ed a historic
agreem~nt with the Cuban
Government last week.
The agreement was part
of the NAACP's efforts to aid
black farmers in finding
business in new and emerging markets. With this agreement, Black Far mer's will
have full access t o Cuba's
$1.5 billion agriculture market.
According to a press
release by the NAACP, Pedro
Alvarez,
d irector
of
ALIMPORT (Cuba's Food
Import Company) as a result
of this agreement has made
plans to purchase over $1
billion of food from b lack
farmers within the next year.
Some black far mers said
getting assistance from the
U.S. government has been
difficult and they have been
forced to look for alternative
means to sell their food.
Sean Parker, sophomore
Political Science major and
president
of
Howard's
Chapter of NAACP believes
that this is a step in the right
direction .
"Black farmers have
been neglected by Congress
and it is good to see that they
will be able to expand their
import and export markets
to Cuba," Parker said.
Fidel Castro, Cuban
president, showed his support for the trade agreement
by meeting with the NAACP

See NAACP page A9
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Above, students from George Washington University volunteer at Miriam's Kitchen.

Miriam's Kitchen Helps Homeless
By Chantel Harley
Contributing Writer
At 6 o'clock a.m. while most
are still turning over in sleep,
there are hundreds of dedicated
volunteers cooking and preparing to serve breakfast to the
homeless.
Monday through Friday,
doors open at 6:30 a.m. and a
hot breakfast is served to about
150 men and women in Foggy
Bottom Washington DC.
Meals include scrambled
eggs, bacon, ham, or sausage,
fresh collards, and on specific
days grits, toast, pan cakes,
home fries, and French toast.
On Tuesdays, Thursdays, and
Fridays daily specials are served
that may include lasagna, soup,
chili, stir fiy, meatloaf, or tuna
casserole.
Founded in 1983 by churclles and local businesses,
Miriam's Kitchen is a volunteerdriven, non profit organization
seeking to help the homeless. In
2001, it was deemed for outstanding management achievements and awarded first place

with a $5,000 cash grant by the
Washington Post and the
Washington
Council
of
Agencies.
Not only do they cook and
serve breakfast, but there are a
variety of projects that churclles,
universities, schools, and the
public can volunteer in, especially during the holidays.
Volunteers can participate
by helping with a deep cleaning
project, Transitional Housing
program, painting, helping with
the newsletter, cooking, serving,
or sorting food at the Capital
Area Food Bank on Saturdays.
Miriam's Kitchen also provides case management, legal
I>l1ocos by Chandro Anderson
services, podiatry clinic, afterbreakfast creative writing and Steve Badt, volunteer coordinator of Miriam's Kitchen
arts groups, resume clinic, lend- gathered food on Thursday.
ing library, veterans outreach,
alcoholics anonymous, a mail- and Thursday morning. On Colonnade Gallery, Studio 1019,
ing address, and a voice mail Mondays there is a visual arts a nd the Martin Luther King
system for it's clients.
group, which works in a variety Library. On Wednesdays, a
The creative writing and of mediun1s, led by Sylvia Van poetry workshop is led by
arts group allows the men and Voorthuizen. Some of the art- Patrick McGovern. The group
women from Miriam's Kitchen work has appeared at Howard meets to write, share, and enjoy
to express themselves artistical- University's Blackbum Center visits from aspiring and profesly. Thegroupmeetsafterb~- Gallery, Tryst Cafe, George
fast every Monday, Wednesday, Washington
University's See MIRIAM page AS

On Tuesday November
Fifth,
Baltimore
County
Congressman Robert L. Erlich,
Jr. made history when he
became the first Republican to
win Maryland's gubernatorial
race in thirty-six years, soundly
defeating John F. Kennedy's
niece,
Kathleen
Kennedy
Townsend, in what most consider "Democratic territol)"'.
Now, three weeks later,
Governor-elect Ehrlich and his
election campaign are being
investigated for illegally soliciting workers to distribute materials on Election Day promoting
voters to cast their ballot for
Ehrlich. Under Maryland Jaw, it
is illegal to pay people to work at
the polls or to campaign on
behalf of a candidate or political
committee on the day of the election while the polls are open.
Dozens of Prince Grorge's
County, Maryland college, high
school, as well as junior high students are complaining that they
have not been paid, as promised
by Ehrlich campaign officials, for
banding out literature promoting
the new governor. These allegations are only the latest to surfuce
involving illegal activities on
behalf of Ehrlich's successful
campaign.
Nearly 200 homeless people
from a Washington D.C. shelter
claim that, on Election Day, they
were bused out to Prince
Grorge's and Frederick counties
to band out Ehrlich fliers in
return for money and food.
Unlike the students, however,
these workers were paid $ 150
apiece the day following the election, although only after police

See GOV page A9

Steele, Area College Republicans Mingle
By Da,n ielle Scruggs
Hilltop Staff Writer

Photo by Maya Gilliam

Republican Lieutenant Governor-elect Michael Steele
speaks with Ja'Ron Smith, an attendee at the College
Republican Mix and Mingle on Friday.

Sessions Held on Safe Sex
By Janelle Williams
Contributing Writer

Rumors around campus
suggest that the rates of Sexually
Transmitted
Diseases
at
Howard University are extremely high and in recent weeks, several information sessions on sexually transmitted diseases and
safe se.x have been held on campus.
Beginning
with
the
Department of Health, Human

Performance and Leisure
Studies, Undergraduate Student
Assembly program,
'So
Contagious' followed by the
Campus Pals' Safe Sex Session
during the organization's weelong activities.
A Hilltop article printed on
September
27
entitled
"Uncovering the Truth: SIDs on
Howard's Campus," confirmed

See SEX page AS

Maryland's
fi rst
Republican
Lieutenant
Governor-elect Michael Steele
was a special guest at the
College Republican Mix and
Mingle h eld in the Blackburn
Center on Friday.
The postmodern artwork
and live jazz band gave a
sophisticated and posh feel to
the event. Howard's College
Republicans invited their counterparts from Georgetown and
American Universities.
The
recently
elected
African American republican

lauded t he young Howard
republicans.
"I'm proud of the leadership of the Howard University
College Republicans," said
Steele. "I hope the students
embrace them like any other
organization. It's great to see
the diversity of opinion and
thought."
Keila Foster, a sophomore
public relations major and
chairperson
of
College
Republican Week says the
major goal of last week's events
were to make the Republican
party's presence known on
Howard's campus.
"It's an opportunity to

expand the political thought of of students at our events,"
African-Americans and show Foster said. "I think people are
that we are not monolithic," seared of Republicans, espeFoster said.
cially Black Republicans."
Foster also explained the
Some members of organimotives behind the Mix and zation said now that the GOP
Mingle. "I wanted to do some- now have control of the Wbite
thing so that Republicans from House,
House
of
other universities and from Representatives, and Senate,
Howard could meet in a com- they hope their colleagues will
fortable atmosphere."
come to view the Howard
From various accounts, College Republicans as a powRepublican Week has been suc- erful and influential club at
cessful. However, she was a b it Howard University.
disappointed with the student
Adam Hunter, chairperson
turnout.
of the College Republicans, on
"We've gott en a big
response from administrators. See STEELE page A9
I wish we had bigger numbers

Poor Attendance for
Trustee Forum
By Ruth L. Tisdale
Hilltop Staff Writer

· Among the top projects the
student trustees have tackled is
Capital Campaign, which aims to
raise 250 million dollars.
The campaign so far has
raised over 70 million and is said
to be ahead of schedule.
"With the Capital Campaign
we hope to raise funds for the

Jaha Howard and Manvan
Porter, undergraduate and graduate student trustees respectively, hosted a forum to discuss
some of the myths of the Board
ofTrustees and some of the goals
of the Board.
The event was sparsely See TRUSTEE page A9
attended.

Photo by lfarvey Jtnkins:

The student trustees hosted an Informational session In
the West Towers on Thursday. Despite advertising, the
forum was poorly attended.
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Students Vo.ice Grips ,
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Do you think the
resources in the
iLab are sufficient?

Desmond M . Grimball
Architecture
Sophomore
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Students Demand More of iLab

and printers."

Contributing Writer
It is becoming more and
more difficult for Howard students to get sufficient use of the
University's
Information
Laboratory @ Technology
Center, better known as the iLab.
The difficulty does not lie
with faulty computers or printers, but stems from a problem of
overcrowding.
The iLab, was a part of
President H. Patrick S\rygert's
ambitious Strategic Framework
for Action I, which gives students
seven-day-a-week access to
about 200 networked worlcstations. Its opening was a milestone for Howard University in
April 2000, but now some students like Jasmine Edouard, a
sophomore graphic design
major, said it is not enough.
·
"They should have more
than just one level of computers," Edouard said. "Maybe at
least two floors of computers and
they should all work."
Marinda Stevens, who

worlcs as a graduate assistant in
the iLab, agrees.
Instead of renting the lower
level of the Technology Center to
State Farm Insurance, she thinks
the University could have
installed more computers so that
the main lab wouldn't become so
congested.
Edouard appreciates the
iLab because she does not have a
personal computer in her dorm
room, and she does not mind the
$125-per-semester technology.
fee that supports Howard's
information technology initiative.
"If you go [to the iLab) you'll
get your money's worth,"
Edouard said. "But sometimes
there are so many people there
that you don't want to wait."
Charles Moore, interim viceprovost and chief information
officer of Information Systems
and Services, said students have
options to meet their computer
needs.
A new Commuter Computer
Lab opened in the Armour J.

Congresswoman E.B.
Johnson Visits Campus
By Ruth L Tisdale

Hilltop Staff Writer
J on Howard
Pre-Physical Therapy
Junior
'"Yes, I do chink that Ithe
resources] are sufficient. They
have enough computers in
there for you co do what you
need to get done and then get
up out of there."

Sean Ward
Economics

Freshman
"'The resources are not sufficiem because there arc not
11enrly enough workstations
to accomodate all of the SIU·
dents that come [to the
il.nb J.'
0

Compiled by l\klanie Nesbitt
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By Teniece Thurston

The Information Lab houses appromlxately 200 stations, but students say It Is not enough.

By Veronica-Marche Miller

"I do. Everything that you
need is right there. If you are
unlucky and don "t have a computer you can use the computers there and use the Internet.
There are also private rooms.
If all else fails you can find it
at the iLab.'"

~

Contributing Writer

"'No. I know that it is not sufficient c11ough for me since I
am an architecture major. We
need more than just computers

Edna Hammett
PoUtlcal Science/
Administration of Justice
Freshman

UGSAHosts
Grievence Week

Eddie Bernice J ohnson, DTexas, engaged an audience filled
with college women on the topic
of African American women in
politics recently in the Chemistry
Building.
She also covered other pertinent issues currently facing the
African American community.
The ladies of Alpha Chapter,
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc.
sponsored the program.
Johnson began her speech by
telling the audience about the role
of African American women in
Congress.
•A white man's responsibility
in Congress is to take care of his
constituency
and
African
American women have to do the
very same thing," said Johnson.
"Being a member of Congress
is not a job of glamour, but it is a
high-profile job that requires a lot
of time and energy. Members of
Congress regularly put in 15-18
hour days, and the only personal
time has to be scheduled," she
said.
The demography of America
is changing rapidly. Johnson
pointed out that the Hispanic
population is the fastest growing
minority population and the

Asian population is not that far
behind.
"In my district alone, there
are 92 languages which are spoken," said Johnson. "The CBC
[Congressional Black Caucus)
along with the Hispanic and
Asian caucuses have formed a
coalition that will hopefully help
build trust among minorities and
voice the concems of the minority
community in Congress."
Melissa Black, a sophomore
psychology major, wanted to
know what the Hispanic, Asian,
and CBC agreed upon.
"All of the caucuses agree
about the need for Social Security
and educatation reform and the
increase in minimum wage," said
Johnson. "A community is only as
good as those in the community,
and you don't have to be poor to
understand what being poor is all
about."
Johnson's theme for the
night was for the African
American community to take
responsibility.
When India Daniels, a sophomore marketing major, asked
Johnson what can citizens do
when elected officials are not getting the job done, Johnson's

See EBJ page A9

Blackbum Center this fall. It
houses 38 wireless computer
worlcstations and mounted televisions, a mini-iLab.
'This newest facility oper•
ates on a five-day-per-week
schedule and caters to our commuting students, although all
students are welcome," Moore
said.
Stevens also suggests that
students come early in the morning rather than late in the
evening to use computers.
"In the nighttime, it's so
crowded," she said. 'The best
time to come is in the morning.
It's quieter and more computers
are available."
The staff at the iLab is in
place to offer technical assistance
to students.
Students can go to the help
desk to print a document when
the main printers are disabled.
The help desk also loans floppy
and ZIP disks to iLab patrons for
printing purposes.

See ILAB page A9

Every day, . countless
Howard students can be heard
complaining about some aspect
of the University, from the bad
food in the cafeteria to shuttle
bus drivers. The Undergraduate
Student Assembly decided to
facilitate the plethora of student
complaints by hosting a
GrievanceY.,eek last week.
The Assembly wanted to
gain and document the concerns
of the student body before the
Thanksgiving break in an effort
to map out their plans toward a
resolution for the spring semester.
The undergraduate representatives had a table in the
basement of the Armour J.
Blackbum Center with questionnaires and grievance forms
available for students to voice
their concerns.
"We wanted to know how
students feel about the services
here and whether or not we are
doing our job of representing
them," said Kristin Tanner,
grievance director of UGSA. The
questionnaires were used to
measure how students felt about
different aspects of student
affairs including security, dining
services, financial aid and'housing.
"Many of the students don't
know the process to get prob!ems fixed so this is a good way
to help students out," Tanner
added.
The Undergraduate Student
Assembly
described
the
response to the event as positive.
The complaints were overwhelmingly geared toward
financial aid services. Several
students voiced concerns over
being qualified for financial aid
services but not receiving tl1em.
UGSA is not the only organization on campus attempting to
hear student grievances. The
Howard University Student
Association has placed grievance

boxes in each dorm as another
medium for students to express
discontent.
Monica Williams, assistant
director of internal affairs for
HUSA, said the reason for the
grievance forms in the dorm is
for accessibility.
"We wanted to make them
more readily available for students since everyone doesn't
have the chance to come in '
Blackbum and talk to HUSA
directly," Williams said. "All in
all, the boxes have received a
good response."
Whereas UGSA has found
the primary student gripe to be
financial aid, the majority of the
grievances filed with HUSA
related to the shuttle service,
HUSA has plans to do a more
complete analysis of the service.
Jason Dunbar, junior
broadcast journalism major
from New Jersey, welcomes the
grievance forms.
"It's nice that these organizations are taking the time out to
hear students and that we're
being heard. I believe it's the first
step toward making things happen," Dunbar said "But the next
step is to make sure University
officials are hearing us. The next
step needs to be taking action."
Both of the aforementioned
organizations plan to do just
that. UGSA will take these grievance forms to the administration
officials. The forms will be
reviewed and the respective parties will be invited to a UGSA
meeting where steps will be
taken to resolve the issue.
If the concern is outside the
parameters of the UGSA, they
will then turn it over to HUSA.
The
H USA Investigative
Committee reviews the fonns
they receive and uses them to
voice student concerns with
respective departments.
UGSA coordi nator Larry
Brown J r. maintains that his
office will continue to meet stu·
dent needs all year round.

Shuttle Safety Continues to be
a Concern for Students
By Robin Allison Davis

l-jilltop Staff Writer
In the latest incident, in
front of the Howard Plaza
Towers, the shuttle rolled down
the street after the driver forgot
to engage the parking brake.
The driver had left the bus to
help a physically challenged student board because he allegedly
did not know how to operate the
rear door, which allows wheel
chairs to enter the vehicle.
The driver then returned to
the bus and engaged the brake.
This led to an investigation
of the incident and the overall
safety of the shuttle by the
Internal Affairs Department of
the Howard University Student
Association.
Other incidents reported to
the Office of Parking and Shuttle
Operations include drivers talking on the phone, eating, drinking and stopping to speak with
colleagues in the middle of the
street. Last week, an incident was
reported of a driver stopping at a
Chinese restaurant to see if his
food was ready while students
were on board.
Adam Hunter, director of
Internal Affairs for HUSA, has
assembled a group of students to
ride all the shuttle routes and

The Hilltop
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Students complain that Shuttle Bus drivers do not know
their routes, stop the bus for meals and there is a concern
about ove·rall safety.

rate them on an assessment form
he has created. This form evaluates the demeanors of the driver
and students, safety and speed,
timeliness and correct route
taken.
The forms will be taken to
Alphonzo Horton, director of
Parking and Shuttle Operations,
to assist him with shuttle service

conditions.
According to Hunter, there ·
should be a big improvement in
shuttle service next semester.
"HUSA is at the forefront of
revamping the shuttle service,"
Hunter said.
The incident in front of the

See SHUTTLE page AS
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Walking
Like a Lion
Shows Off
HU Actors
Play Review
By Sarah-Jane Thomas
Contributing Writer
The Experimental Theatre
in the Division of Fine Arts
was filled to capacity on last
Wednesday's opening of "Our
Infinit e Variety."
The pastel lighting and the
background music of Lauryn
Hill's 'The Conquering Lion,'
further enhanced the relaxation of the audience.
As the lights dimmed, the
show began.
Ntozake Shange was the
featured playwright.
Born Paulette Williams in
1948 in Trenton, N.J., she
studied the inequities of the
American society on black
females.
The plays were among
Shange's unknown pieces, and
were directed by pre-directing
majors at H_o ward University,
and performed by Howard
Theat er Arts students.
The first act was based on
Shange's book 'Lilliane: The
R,e'.surrection of a Daughter'.
This act featured four
scenes with an analyst , played
by Amede Saunders, and bis
four patients.
The act encompassed both
comedic and dramatic elements, which the actors portrayed beautifully.
Senior
acting
major
Jessica Fontaine played a
woman
who was reluctant to
4.,
receive counseling that day
because her friend was just
killed in an act of domestic
violen~e, and later revealed
that her mother was killed in
the same way.
"It was my first theatrical
experience here and I am glad
that this experience was one of

By LaToya Pumphrey

By J. Malaika Beckford

Hilltop Staff Writer
For hundreds of Howard
students, the time is rapidly
approaching to the point of
graduat ion.
Seniors recently completed registration for the
last semester of course work
bringing them closer to
graduation, but many find
themselves in a dilemma as
to what comes next.
For some, post graduation involves two choices:
continuing education or getting a job. Although the
choices are limited, the decision is not as simple.
In making a decision as
t o which road to travel, stu:
dents need to be well
infor med and strong enough
to continue when times get
rough.
The Office of Career
Development for the School
of Communications has been
working diligently to assist
students with the process of
applying for j obs or with
choosing a graduate school
t o attend.
Career counselors have
worked with student s o n
some of the fundamenta ls
such as writing cover letters
and filling out applications.
Carol Dudley, coordinator for the Office of Career
Development in School of
Communications, encourages students to advance
their education.
"Going
to graduat e
school make students bett er
prepared for the working
world, as well as more
knowledgeable,"
Dudley
said. "If students are unable
to find a job, grad school is
the best alternative.•
Recently, the economy
has taken a strong blow and
employment is scarce clue to
lay-offs and economic cutbacks.
Dudley says d uring such
times, students must work

I ~
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Many Graduatulng seniors are anxious about leaving the
Mecca, what has been home for four years.

As in most places, the
lifestyle that you live can greatly
depend on bow much money
you have as well as your nation's
endowment.
Ghana is a country that does
not have a lot of money being
distributed through the society.
There is a considerable percentage of the population that
falls in the middle and upper
class, but those living in poverty
are much greater.
Poverty here is different
from poverty in the United
States.
In the U.S. poverty means
making below $20,000 per year,
but in Ghana poverty is literally
having no money at all and usually, no job.
Many of the poor in Ghana
are at least able to have food
because of fannland and agricul-

tural skill.

harder to find employment
and may be forced to settle
for entry-level positions,
instead of the higher ones
they are qualified for .
"Consider t he entry-level
positions. Once you have a
job, demonstrate your skills,
and excel as only a Howard
grad can." Dudley said.
She also mentioned to
think broadly when opting
for employment and not to
focus on one particular position in that field.
Statistics
show
an
increasing amount of college
graduat es are going to graduate school instead of the
working world.
The labor force has
grown, however due the fall
in the economy, the availability of jobs has no t.
For the 2003 Howard
graduates preparing to look
for work, they should start
now.
It could take a student
from 6- 12 months after
graduation to find employment when t he economy is

By Ayanna Partee
Contributing Writer
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Law Library Director-Spearheads
Community Outreach Program

The Howard University
School of Law Library staff
presented Bread for the City
with four boxes of canned food
and a turkey on Friday.
The HUSL staff contributed greatly to the food
drive hosted by the library staff
this year. Boxes of food and
clothes lined the student
lounge as several student
organizations ran food and
clothing drives since the beginning of November.
Rhea Ballard-Thrower,
the Library's new director from
Atlanta came to HUSL last
year ,vith a vision based off of
the theme of the Law School,
'Excellence Starts Here.'
"I want to create an environment that the Jaw school
and the students deserve,"
Ballard-Thrower said.
While working to make the
library more efficient and user
friendly for students, she has
not forgotten the community,
implementing part nerships
with local high schools and
cl1aritable organizations.
"Howard University is
about more than education,"
Ballard-Thrower said. "We
have a histocy of relationships
with tl1e community, starting
with Brown v. Board of
Education, which will hold its
50th anniversary celebration
at the Library in 2004."
The director of the

Bison in Ghana

Seniors Prepare for Life After Graduation

raging.
That tim e range has
increased.
Director
of
Career
Services, Kim Wells said the
job market continues to be
very competitive this year
because of the sluggish economy.
"This is definitely an
employer's market, which
makes it even more important
for all students who are expecting to enter into the job market
this year," Wells said. "Students
_should invest quality time in
registering at the Career
Services Office for our recruitment and car eer pr ograms
(www.howard.edu /careerser
vices), spend time researching job opportunities, developing effective resumes, and
getting consultation on the
job search process.•
However, Wells main tained Howard students still
have the advantage of graduating from a university

See FUTURE page AS

J.Malalka Beckford

foreigner, such as myself, sporting and African print dress.
Many students don't understand why people from the West
are so anxious to don African
gannents because so many are
willing to give up their culture in
order to assimilate into Western
culture.
In Accra, Ghana's capital
city, there are attempts to westernize businesses, but these
attempts are often futile.
Service is slower than slow
and customer service is nonexistent.
Technology is not as expansive as it is in the United States,
blackouts are regular and you
may have to go a few days with
no Internet connection, but people are still able to live well.
As Ghana attempts to bring
its culture closer to that of the
West, it seems that more harm
may be done than good.
Will westernizing Ghana
make life easier?
Maybe for an outsider like
me(who is'llot used to less technology), but for those who are
native to this land, it may not be
necessary.
What I realize is that what
we have here, is progress at looking western, but not being western in theory, which can either
be vecy bad, or good, depending
on your own views about western culture emerging in Africa.

In the United States, most
people don't know how to farm,
so no money means no food.
Most of the upper class here
make their money by traveling to
the states for business or having
a U.S. contact for e.xport.
Because the U.S. dollar is so
powerful here, there is a serious
greed for it
Many people dream of going
to the U.S. to make money, and
then return to Ghana to live
comfortably.
There appears to be a great
job shortage, which further contributes to poverty and the desire
for th~ educated to leave Ghana.
There is a great thirst here
for the American culture because
people believe that it is superior.
On campus, Ghanaian students wear clothes that can easily be seen on Howard's campus.
Girls dress like they are in
videos and guys wear knock off
Sean Jean and Echo, baggy jeans
and even Thnberland boots.
J . Malaika Beckford is a
It is very rare to see a junior film major studying
Ghanaian in traditional dress.
abroad in Ghana
It is more common to see a

www.thehilltoponline.com
www.thehilltoponline.com
WE HAVE A SUREFIRE WAY
TO PREDICT THE FUTURE.
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HIRE YOU TO INVENT IT.

Howard University School of Law Library Staff bridges
gaps between HUSL and community.

Northwest chapter of Bread for
the City, Jeanine Sanford, was
happy about the Howard donation.
"We are delighted to have
been fortunate to have a partnership ,vith their legal clinic
and collaborate with Howard
University Law School in other
endeavors as well," Sanford
said.
Stacey Long, the director
of the new Southeast office of
Bread for the City is also
pleased with the efforts of the
Law School to build Bridges
with the community.
"This is tl1e first of many
collaborations with Howard
University School of Law,
especially as Southeast DC is
tragically uncferserved in tile
community," Long said.
Despite the daily grind of

Jaw school and the stringent
budgeting of these professional
students, many of whom have
families of their own to care
for, they give without hesitation.
Cleon Cauley, a third year
student at HUSL prides giving
back.
"We should be grateful for
what we have. Law school isn't
even a reality for many of these
families,• Cauley said. "I'm fortunate just to be here."
This is the second year the
HUSL library staff has collected goods for a Thanksgiving
dinner for the Jess fortunate.
Last year, the staff collected
and donated two boxes of food
and a turkey to the House of
Irma Jean homeless shelter.

Cyberspace controls and laser defense systems ca me as no
su rpr i se to the U .S. Air F orce . In fact. they came off our
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Keys to Getting a Car are Research, Patience
By Ashley Kelly
Contributing Writer
Sophomore radio/ 'IV/film
major Angel Carpenter searched
the Internet for her ideal car, but
with so many choices, she
remained perplexed. Carpenter,
like many students at Howard,
wants a vehicle, but did not know
what she should look for when
taking this step.
"Unless the student is from
wealthy parents, I recommend a
certified used car," said Brian
Schwartz, a car consultant with
car information site Car Guys
Online.
Jennifer Foster, a sophomore political science major, purchased a new car last summer,
more concerned with getting a
car than comparing new and
used cars.
"I wanted to get a car in my
own name," Foster said. "I didn't

care if it was new or used. I just
wanted a reliable car."
Foster successfully purchased a car, but, like many car
buyers, she did not do research
before making her final purchase.
"I think people should not
rush into buying a car," said
Bryon Hughes, a sophomore
biology major. "They should do
research befvre they make their
decision."
Hughes holds the same view
as Schwartz, who says that
research is key in finding a reliable car.
"The potential buyer should
research the dependability of the
car online," said Hughes. "He or
she should also look at consumer
reports to find out which particular cars break down the most."
A plethora of knowledge can
be gained by reading auto magazines in order to find information

Tips on Avoiding the Swindle
Finding a dealer..,
Ask friends and relatives for recommendations for dealers
Check with your local consumer protection agency, State
Attorney General or the Better Business Bureau to see if there
are any complaints on file about any prospective dealers

B(lfoz:e buuing a used car...
Examine the car using an inspection checklist (you can find a
sample checklist at )
Test drive the car under varied road conditions like hills, highways and stop-and-go traffic.
Ask for the car's maintenance record, either from the owner of
place where most of the work was done.
Talk to the previous owner someone owned the car before the
current owner
Have the car inspected by a mechanic you trust.

Before buuina a new ear,.,
Check publications like Consumer Reports that discuss new car
features and prices.
,
Shop around to get the best possible price.
Plan to negotiate on price. Dealers may be willing to bargain
between 10 and 20 percent off of their profit margin.
- courtesy of http://www,ftc.gou

By Lawrence Garrett
Columnist

~ unesy or h11p://www.vw.com
Whether one buys a Jetta or a BMW, car experts stress research and shopping around to
avoid being taken advantage of.

such as technical and performance data on a particular vehicle.
Consumer Reports publishes a
maintenance guide each spring.
This manual shows the performance history of automobiles.
Although students such as
Hughes are concerned about the
reliability of a car, others are
mostly concerned with the outward appearance of a car and the
interior features.
"IfI bought a=• it would be
new one," said David Smith, a
freshman finance major. "I'm not
really focused on the safety features of the car. I want a car with
a nice sound system and outer
appearance."
Smith is like many students
at Howard whose primruy goal
when looking for a car is its outer
appearance and its monstrous
sound system, but not all students at Howard share his view.
"The first thing I look for
when buying a car is reliability,"
said junior computer science
major Fred Jenlcins. "Second, I
look at the gas mileage of the car.
Inside luxuries like seat covers
and sound systems come after

these things.•
Attractive cars turn many
heads, but are not the wisest buys
for college students.
"High line cars such as
BMWs and Mercedes are not
good investments for college students because of the high
expense of car maintenance,"
said Schwartz. "I would recommend a Chevy or a Ford because
they are cheaper."
Many students such as Brian
Woodward, a junior education
administration major, do not
have a high line car preference.
"I would probably buy a used
car, something that's not too oid
and that can basically get me
from point A to point B," said
Woodward.
Don Briley, owner of the
website caradvisor.com, agrees
with Schwartz that research is
important during the car buying
process, but his advice does not
stop there.
"I would recommend the
consumer hiring a mechanic no
matter what type of used car it
is," said Briley. "Also find out why
the car was sold in the first place.•

For More
Information ..
Federal Trade
Commission Tips on
Buying a New Car
http· /fwww.ftc.goy/bcpicon-

!ine/pubs/autos/newcar.htm

Federal Trade
Commission Tips on
Buying a Used Car
http://www ftc gov/bcp/con-

line/pubs/autos/o)dcar.htm
Office of the
Corporation Council
441 4th St. NW Suite
1060N
(202) 727-3400

httn://occ,dc,gov/majn.sht
ml
BBBofMetro
Washington D.C.
1411 K. St. NW 10th Floor
(202) 393-8000

http; //www.dc.bbb.org

No Credit, Bad Credit? Interpreting Credit Reports
By Maryann James
Business Editor
According to a 1999 survey by mortgage
lender Freddie Mac, about 47 percent of blacks
have bad credit, compared to 27 percent of their
white counterparts.
Bad credit can result from various bad
behaviors. For example, consumers can get bad
credit if they have been 90 days late on a payment (on a car or phone bill for example) in the
past two years or 30 days late on a payment
more than once in the past two years . If a consumer has a record of delinquent liens, public
records or bankruptcy, they also qualify for bad
credit.
Bad credit affects a person's ability to get
loans for a car or house or to be able to rent an
apartment.

Where to find your
· credit report
According to experts, credit reports should
be checked every one to two times ever year,
to check for any inconsistencies or discrepancies. While there are many outlets to getting a credit report, it is best to get one from
one of the three major credit bureaus:
Equifax, TransUnion, and Eperian. Here is
some information on the services each
bureau offers and their prices.

Equifax (http://www.eguifax.com)
Credit report - $ 9
Credit report and credit score - $ 12.95
3-in-1 credit report (report from aU three
agencies) - $ 29.95
3-in-1 credit report and scores - $ 39.95

Trans Union (http; //www.transunion.com)
Personal credit report and score - fees vary
Credit profile and score - $ 12.95
Credit profile plus score subscription (allows
you to check your report four different times
in a year) - $ 38.95

EAJWian fhttp://www.experian.com)
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What
Makes a
Leader?
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What is and who is
leader seems to be the talk
around campus. Anyone
who has been praised as
successful or has amounted to any level of prestige
has been characterized in
some form or fashion as a
leader, whether it is in
business, politics, culture
or family life.
John C. Maxwell, currently proclaimed as one
of the best authors ofleadership books, described
leader effectiveness in
three different categories:
nurturing leaders, equipping leaders and developing leaders. All three types
of leaders have different
ways of getting work done
and measuring success,
which produces different
results.
Nurturing
leaders
focus on care taicing their
organization, equipping
leaders focus on training
for work and developing
leaders focus on perso)2Al
growth, Simply put, caretakers baby-sit their people; equipping trainers
focus only on deadlines
and quality while developers focus on individuals'
progress in l ife skills and
business skills. A nurturing leader gives BandAids, an equipping lCllder
gives
c.rufches
.a{ld
11BPirins and the develo~
ing leader engages in ther,apy.
These styles lead to
differ;ent ways of getting
work done. A nurturing
leader focuses on need.
The nurturing leader
spends more time with
individuals that crave the
most of the attention but
put in the least amount of
effort.
An equipping
leader focuses on the task
instead. Equipping leaders
do not care who or how
the task gets done as long
as someone does it. In
contrast, the developing
leader focuses on the person. Developing leaders
stand apart because they
have the keen ability to
distinguish the right task
for the right person. They
bring out the )>est in everyone.
Nurturing leaders are
relational, which helps
them maintain their leadership position. They
focus on where people are
measured based upon
their
position,
like
employee to manager or
regional director to executive. Equipping leaders are
transactional, which helps
add to their leadership
role. They focus on duties
and results. Who finish
first, second, third and l8lt
is their measuring stick to
success. Developing letd
ers are transfonnati
which helps to multfM!
leadership. They focus on
individuals" willingne.w tQ
learn, work and petllOlllll
ambitions within the
organization.
As a result of th~
contrasting priorities, the
three types of leaders produce different results.
Nurturing leadersbia
only personal deshu ti!~
focuses on helping n¥1
oriented people. This
results in little or no
growth of an organizatio~

Notreparud tl\lllllOl'llll
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Homelessness in Washington, D.C.
I

By Holland Johnson
Con tributing Writer
The 2001 United States Conferellce
of Mayors stl\Y);1its regarding homelessness in ¼n'ieri~ show that more
than 750,ooor.{ttli'wftliout food or shelter and~~}~ioEtreets on any
given nl
~.flflfflilY' 250,000 estimated
lter spaces
available
500,000
ll!ft to roam the streets. ..
Nearly-0iieb\it of five district residents live i1lilp~erfy. The poverfy level
for 'It (tmily of Tu~r is app,!~imately
$17,184. In 1998 t'hrougb 1999 the
av,erage poverty rate in the district was
18,5 percent, which was the secoffil
highest of any state. Ap'proximately 44
percent district children und~,age sir
live -itb. rp',wtty, whfl,ih
tlie
na ti olib:l a\Yei'Age.,o~~rc
These 'favforf 'lf<Jd to tlii
owing
homeless crisis for many ·oi6trict residents. Onr1he course
II yelir as
many as 15,000 people mar exiro!e
homelessn ess. Of the approx!
ely
9,000 people who are homeless Balf
are women and chil dren. Nearly haifiof
all homel ess children are under the e

of five. Approxi mately two thirds of hom elessness.
single homeless adults have special
In order to combat the problems
needs for critical conditions such as occurring many solutions like the 'con•
HIV/ AIDS, mental illness, substance tinuum of care,' also known as the
abuse and serious physical h ea lth 'D.C. Initiate.' The initiative has tried
problems. In addition 46 percent of o respond to the situation by develophomeless surveye d found that domes- ing outreach programs such as emertic violence was the primary cause of gency and transitional shelters and

illlie
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~
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Spotlight: 'Warm Nights'
Homeless Shelter
By Krissy Posey
Contributing Writer

According to the Washington
Legal Clinic for the Homeless
2001, D.C. streets are home to
9,000 homeless people a day with
nearly half being women and children. Of this figure 320
are currently on a waiting list for
emergency shelter. The issue of
homeless people outnumbering
the number of provided shelters is
a growing problem for many
city's.
The Community Ministry of
Prince George's saw the need to
provide a temrorruy solution to
the shortage of shelters in their
area. 15 years ago, Warm Nights
began, a project funded by P.G.
county's Department of Social
Services and private donations, in
an effort to help the rise of homelessness.
During November and
March, a collaboration of churches in P.G. couutycome together to
offer shelter and meals for the
homeless.
Churches are recruited to

families

help participate in Warm Nights,
and some contact Community
Ministry after they have heard
about the program and want to
extend their help.
Wvette Rawley, Director of
Minisb.y Crisis goes out to various
churches to spread the word
about the program and to recruit
churches. "We invite churches to
go to other host churches to see
what the program is all about,"
she said
This year, 34 churches from
various faiths will host 25 guests
in one week intervals. The homeless request shelter space by calling the P.G. county community
support service homeless hotline.
Cots are provided by
Community Miniso.y, by a hosting church must provide physical
spacefortheguest tosleep, breakfast and dinner. "Some churches
even provide a bag lunch for the
guests to eat while they are out,"
said Rawley.
"We have hundreds of small
churches extending their services
as well," said Rawley. "They help
prepare meals, bring towels,

linens, and toileo.y."
Kettering Baptist Church in
P.G county has been participating
in Warm Nights for seven years
and offers literacy activities for
the guests to engage in. "We
offered a job skills workshop for
them in the past,• said Toni
Mingo volunteer and member at
Kettering Baptist church. "One
year we even had a job fair."
Dr. Dorothy Powell (Title) at
Howard University provided
Kettering Baptist with Howard
nurses and student nurses. They
offered oral and physical e.xams to
the homeless housed in the
church shelters.
Other setvices churches offer
for the homeless are recreation
nights, which include movies and
games, care packages, which contain washing powder, soap an
other grooming products, showers, and worship services.
"We even had a couple get
married one year," said Mingo. "
We provided the groom with a
suit and the bride with a dress.•

Town Hall Meeting Discusses
Parking Solutions for District
By Porsha D. Summerville
Coontributing Writer

It's no secret that the lack of
adequate parking in the
Washington D.C. area can be
stressful and leave both drivers
and pedestrians with a big
headache. Parking is a matter
that has to be dealt with by every
shopper, employee and resident. These parking problems
are problems that can be solved,
but not by themselves. The man
with the solution is Adam
Millard-Ball, a San Franciscobased transportation planner
who offered D.C. officials, residents, and commuters with
advice on how to solve the parking problem at a town meeting
on November 7.
Ball presented his audience
with a power point presentation
that gave his audience an understanding of the goals, problems,
economics and solutions surrounding parking.
The goals that surrounded
Ball's presentation were set in
place to help congestion, transit
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rider ship, pedestrian friendli- quickly pointed out, "Politicians
ness, local bus development, don't want to make people mad,
employment retention, housing so they make parking cheap or
and supply affordability, and free which in result will encoursocial equality.
age people to drive into town."
"Much of the congestion
Ball again pointed to the
caused is a result of the com- money going into the communimuters and available free park- ties and not into the hands of
ing." Ball stated. Ball explained employees. Ball also made it
that free parking encourages clear that parking is never free.
people to drive their cars to Though the driver might not pay
work which lessens the chances for it directly, they pay indirectof people riding the metro or ly in lease fees and sale prices.
any other fonn of public transTo lessen car congestion
portation. Ball proposed that Ball proposed to promote carfree parking be limited and eco- pooling, financial incentives for
nomic incentives made for employees, secure bicycle parkemployees that do not drive ing and offer transit informatheir cars to work.
tion. Ball offered design solu"My goal is not to be a park- tions as well; these solutions
ing monster," Ball said in a jok- suggested a structure for the
ing manner, "but I would like parking lots that would allow
the money that is charged for cars to stack on top of each
parking to go back into the com- other.
munities and help improve
Hopefully Ball's ideas will
roads and other problems." Ball be implemented in the D.C. area
also pointed out that an increase and the headaches that pedestriin parking charges in San ans and drivers experience will
Francisco reduced drivers by 8- lessen sooner than later.
21% in various areas.
A woman in the audience

MIRIAM from A 1
sional poets. On Thursday mornings poeb.y and creative writing
workshop are led by Caroline
("C.C.") Ramsay Merriam.
Readings for the writers are
scheduled to be petformed in the
community and guest poets
including E. Ethelbert Miller,
have been invited to share with
the group. C.C. produces an
annual anthology of writing from
the Thursday morning work-

shop.
morning person, but if you are
Miriam's Kitchen's legal still looking to contnlmte in anyclinic is open on Wednesdays. way, on Saturday, November
Also, case managers are usually 23rd, you have the opportunity
available during breakfast to help to help fight homelessness in the
those looking for work, filling out DC metro area. There is a 2002
forms, trying to contact family ijelp the Homeless Walkathon
members, needing medical care, which will take place on the
or looking for rehab programs. National Mall. For more inforThere
is
an
Alcoholics mation about the walkathon or
Anonymous
meeting
on other activities Miriam's Kitchen
Thursdays and doctors are avail- provides, please go to the webable on Fridays.
site: www.miriamskitchen.org.
Now, you may not be a

Walk Raises Money for Homeless

Photo by Melanie Ne.shin

The Washington D.C. Homeless Walk Is an annual event. Proceeds from the walk will aid
the homeless In D.C.

Security Breakdown Raises Concerns
for Area University Students
By Nagilia Greaves
Contributing Writer

police respond faster to their security on campus largely
calls and become more phys- because there is an insuffiically fit."
Said Junior cient amount of officer s.
Recent violent events on Anthony Bobcombe.
"They can't get anyone to
area campuses raise corcerns
A Howard University work here! Half of the force
about campus safety. During campus police officer who is ready to retire and the
the past month three Howard wishes to remain anonymous other half is ready to relieve
students were stabbed on said, "It is very difficult to due to poor salary and workcampus and Howard is not guard people from being ing condit ions, and also the
the
alone.
19-year-old stabbed. Everyone carries lack of proper equipment and
Brandon Malst rom, a student pens and pencils and they training." Said the campus
from the · Univer sity of can be used as weapons. The police officer.
Maryland at College Park university would have to shut
Campus Police believe
was fatally stabbed dur ing down like a prison and every- that despite the lack of manthe university's homecoming one would have to be strip power they have close relaweekend.
searched."
·
tionships with the students.
As a result, of the recent
The unidentified campus They see themselves as being
outburst of violent attacks, police did however say that proactive with the use of prostudents are worried about Campus Police has been hav- grams such as the Rape
their safety and wondering ing meetings to discuss the Prevention Program and the
how is campus security at ways in which campus secu- Emergency 806-7777. They
their campus looking t o rity can b e improved. rely on the students help to
improve? "Campus security According to the campus do their job and soive cases.
is alright but it can be police, there is an underlying - - - -- - -- -- improved if the campus problem with improving the See SECURITY page A9
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B rag Racing in the U.S.A.
By Sean Jaclonan
Hilltop Staff Writer
The flag drops and you are
off. Side by side all the way you
drive, until you kick into another gear and barely beat your
opponent. It's only been ten
seconds since the start but it is
already over and your heart, as
well as those of the spectators,
is beating like you just ran a
marathon.
This is the world of the drag
racer. Despite all the legal
tracks available for drag racing,
the numerous competitions
hosted by the National Hot Rod
Association (NHRA), the
incredulous fines imposed on
offenders and the multitude of
crashes that occur, illegal street
racing has been around since
the dawn of automobiles.
For years, the NHRA, the

world's largest motor sports
organization, have st~ted that
such street races and those normally illustrated in movies do
not portray the true spirit of
drag racing. President Tom
Compton goes on to say, "drag
racing is an organized sport for
high-perfqrmance vehicles conducted on a safer, controlled
race course."
No nationwide statistics are
kept concerning the casualties
involving drag racing, but
police authorities all agree that
it contributes to many of the
accidents they have witnessed.
In one of the most tragic,
ironic cases, Dwight Samples
met Jerrod Abbot and the two
decided to race. The night
ended when Samples crashed
int o and murdered his own
mother. However, authorities
adhere to the belief that racing

is not intuitively bad, but doing
it on the city streets unsupervised is.
Greg Sloan of San Diego's
police dragnet unit states that
kids taking part in drag racing
end up learning chemistry and
physics when they fix their cars,
and engage in a highly effective
anti-drug and alcohol program.
Despite the recent increase in
these activities, the San Diego
Police Department may have

found a novel solution to the
illegal actions.
In San Diego, it was not
unusual for police to break up
races that had drawn over
1,200 cars and 3,000 spectators. Only one year later, those
numbers have dropped drastically to around 50 cars.
In addition to making the
viewing of suclt activities illegal
(punishable by up.to six months
in jail), the city has employed

undercover surveillance units
to help stamp out the activity
altogether and has built supervised, legal drag racing strips.
111e racecourse, set up at
Qualcomm Stadium, offers racers a safe, legal venue to show
their
metal.
Named
RaceLegal.com, it attracts over
2,000 spectators arid 225 racers on Friday nights where the
racers have their cars checked,
don helmets and sign liability
waivers before being able to
race the night away, sometimes
as much as eo times a night.
The father of the program,
Stephen Bender, further persuades judges to let youngsters
convicted of drag racing to
serve their probation under his
tutelage, when he introduces
them to the legal circuit. The
move is well backed, especially
by parents who have lost loved

ones to the violent pastime.
"If! had to, I would say that
the supervised tracks would be
the safer choice," said mecltanical engineering senior and a
drag racing enthusiast, David
Manning. "They are legal and,
being supervised [is] obviously
safer."
Even though the drop in
convictions proves that it
appears to be a success, there
are those who still believe that
nothing will beat the thrill of a
street race.
Michael Frankson, a senior
psychology major at the
University of Richmond said,
"Pulling around two corners
and getting the car up on two
wheels is not easy to do on a
track. There's also a certain
thrill with racing down deserted, dangerous roads."

Norw.egian Cruise Line's 'Dirty Little Secret'
By Jamila Morgan
Contributing Writer
The cruise ship known as
the Norway, owned by Miamibased Norwegian Cruise Line
was fined $1 million after a
guilty plea to illegally dumping
oily waste in the ocean, and falsifying records.
"The
violations
at
Norwegian were some of the
worst we've ever seen." according to Rick Langlois, special
agent in charge from the
Florida-based Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA).
The cruise ship, which sails
to the Car ibbean, not only
poured hundreds of thousands
of gallons of oily bilge water
into the ocean, it also illegally
dumped raw sewage mixed
with hazardous, even cancercausing chemicals ranging from
dry cleaning and photo development into the waters and has
been secretly doing it for sever-

al years.
In recent years, the same
type of violations reaped expensive consequences. Royal
. Caribbean Cruises was fined
$27 million and Carnival Corp.,
$18 million. What makes this
situation different is that the
current CEO of Norwegian
Cruise Line, Colin Veitch voluntarily reported pollution prob- ·
!ems, and as a result the Justice
Departnlent only imposed a $1
million fine to reward the company's forthcoming to wrongdoing.
"It's definitely troubling,"
says Teri Shore, an activist for
Bluewater Network, a San
Francisco-based environmental
group. "It's like telling the
industry it's OK to pollute, so
long as you tell us later."
Cruise ships generate various man-made toxins, ranging
from perchloroethylene (PERC)
from dry cleaning; benzene and
toluene from paint and sol-

vents; and oily waste from fuel
and machine oil. PERC has
been linked to cancer and birth
defects in humans. The smallest trace of PERC in water has
proven toxic to aquatic animals.

Photo courtesy ,,..,vw.ship-technology.com

The Norwegian S ky Cruise Ship is one of t he fleet of
Norwegian Cruise Line t hat has been fined for Illegally
dumping waste Into t he ocean.

not believe the cases are
linked.

Imperial Beach, the last town
before California succumbs to
Mexico, where hunting fish
with bow and arrow is allowed.
On most days and nights, a
handful of bow fishermen take
~
VJ
up stations on the 1,500-foot,.Q
long pier, staring down with
More than a million dol- arrows ready for the telltale
lars in equipment has disap- shadow or flash of scales of the
pearec). from the Energy corvine or white sea bass, their
Department of Los Alamos most prized prey.
The ocean currents occaErika Dalquist, 21, van- National Laboratory, includsionally
bring swimmers and
ished on Oct. 30. She was wait- ing computers from a topsurfers
within
the bow fishering for a cab outside the secret division that designs
men's
range,
setting
off angry
Tropical Nites bar in Brainerd, nuclear weapons.
confrontations,
although
no
The computers were
Minn. Christopher Jenkins, 21,
humans have yet been
a student at the University of among hundreds on a list of
impaled.
But Imperial Beach
Minnesota, disappeared Nov. items stolen or missing from
officials,
reflecting
the town's
1, and \vas last seen outside the the lab in fiscal 2001, accordrough-and-tumble
character,
Lone Tree Bar & Grill. On Nov. ing to an April memo by the
have
so
far
refused
to ban the
6, Michael Noll, a junior at the lab's chief financial officer. In
sport
despite
repeated
protests
University of Wisconsin-Eau all, about $1.3 million in propfrom
surfers
and
lifeguards.
Claire, vanished after celebrat- erty was on the list, which also
ing his 22nd birthday at the included cell phones, digital
Nasty Habit Saloon. And cameras, printers, handheld
Joshua Guimond, 20, of St. electronic organizers and
John's
University
in other equipment.
The Energy Department
Collegeville, Minn., disaprefused
to comment on
peared Nov. 10 after playing
whether
classified
information
India has become the
cards in a friend's dormitory
was on the computers, saying largest exporter of foreign sturoom.
All four students disap- only that the equipment losses dents to the United States,
according to statistics released
peared within the same time are under investigation.
by
the
Institute
for
frame, after leaving a bar or
International
Education.
In
party in the span of two weeks
the
2001-2002
academic
year,
and within 120 miles of
the number of Indians studyMinneapolis. The string of dising in the United States shot
appearances that began Oct.
up 22.3 percent, compared
30 is unusual and particularly
with
growth of only 5.5 percent
disturbing because no more
Of the 92 public piers
tlian a few dozen college stu- along the California coast among students from China,
dents are reported missing inhabited by fishermen of all which held the No. 1 spot in
each year. Officials say they do types, there is only one, in the past.

0

Top Secret
Equipment
Missing

Disturbing
Disappearances

India Holds Top
Foreign Student
Spot

Fish Hunting
Brings California
Conflict
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Benzene
is a human carcinogen. Oil in the smallest concentration can kill fish. Consuming
oil can kill birds and cause
internal hemorrhaging even
death in marine mammals.

"Knowingly dumping haz- ident of the International
ardous waste into Miami's Council of Cruise Lines, which
Biscayne Bay is a crime," says represents the biggest cruise
Richard Udell, a Justice lines. "Gone are the days when
Department senior trial attor- oceans were viewed as a dumpney for environmental crimes. ing ground."
"In this case, Norwegian proStill others aren't persuadvided cooperation above and ed.
beyond what any cruise line
"We see the same practices
had done in any prior case."
that cruise lines have been conBy avoiding proper dispos- victed for happening over and
al, the cruise line saved hun- over,• says Tracy London, polidreds of thousands possibly cy director for Oceans Blue
millions of dollars a year. Foundation, a Vancouver,
Proper disposal of waste is cost- British Columbia-based envily. Royal Caribbean released ronmental group.
figures that a typical cruise proTo date, the Norway has
duces 110-gallon drums of installed a three tamper-proof
photo chemicals, five-gallon machine that separates oil from
drums of dry cleaning waste bilge water and recycles the oil.
and 10-gallon drums of used In addition, the wastewater
paint. Handling the waste prop- tank capacity has been nearly
erly costs $300 per gallon doubled, and the water company is installing a treatment sysdrum.
"I can tell you the senior tem that will sanitize wastemanagement of my (cruise) water before it's sent overlines is focused on improve- board. Toxic wastes are packment," says Michael Crye, pres- aged and offloaded.

Forging University Credentials
By Jamila Morgan
Contributing Writer

As more foreign students
seek graduate programs in the
United States, the problem of
forged credentials has become
so serious that the University
of Texas at Austin scheduled a
conference this month to allow
experts in spotting false transcripts to share their tips with
admissions officers at Texas
colleges.
Since October of this year,
students in China, Taiwan, and
FOREIGNSI'UDENTIIINTBEU.S.,
TOP PLACES OF ORIGIN12IOl-2,._
Coutzy

NDl•erof')
stwleals

One.yev
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Korea have to take the
Graduate Record Examination
Test (GRE) on paper. The
Educational Testing Services
(ETS) suspended the computer-based test for one year due
to security breaches in those
countries.
"Students believe they are
gaining an advantage, but they
are turning the test into a test
of their ability to memorize,"
said Tom Ewing, an ETS
spokesman.
Even with ETS's tight
security, which included test
tak~rs being videotaped while
testing, and taking digital photos of the test taker - taken the
day of the test - with test
scores to prevent impersonation, ETS was still unable to
prevent students from memorizing questions, reconstructing these questions and sharing them on the Internet.
Now questions from the
paper test are discarded in1mediately after the test and are
not reused. In addition, the
availability of the test will be
limited to only a few times a
year. ETS is also withdrawing
the 2002-2003 GRE computer
science subject test for China
and India.
As a result, the admissions
center at Texas created the
Texas International Education
Specialist (TIES), a statewide

organization devoted to discussing international information including applications,
immigration, testing and visas.
But, this is not just a problem in Texas; on Howard's
campus the same incidents
have occurred.
•Although there have been
attempts, with our checks and
balances and help from independent services who verify
international credentials, the
likelihood of false documents
getting through is nil," said
Karen
Nash,
Howard
University admissions coordinator.
While there are no standard disciplinary actions on
fraudulent
credentials,
Howard students shared their
opinions.
"They should be denied
admission for a certain period
of time to any college, at least
five years," said Crystal
Newsome, senior psychology
major from California.
"The punishment that is
held for American students
cheating and forging documents should be the same for
international
students.
Cheating is cheating and
should be the same all around
the board," said Llewellyn
William, senior computer science major from Sierra Leone.
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Weapons lnspectovs
Preparing for Iraq
Ria Marie Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer
Chief Weapons Inspector,
Hans Blix and his 24-member
advance team of UN Weapons
Inspectors arrived in Baghdad
last week to begin their mission
of disarming Iraq of its alleged
weapons of mass destruction.
The UN Inspection Team,
backed by the new Security
Council resolution, has been
granted "immediate, unrestricted and unconditional
access to any site, including all
of the Iraqi leader's presidential
palaces."
Rosemary Hollis of the
Royal Institute of International
Affairs in London stated that
this unprecedented power of
access implies that "the Iraqis
are going to have to fling open
their doors, invite the inspectors to go anywhere and everywhere, and reveal anything that
they can think of about their
capabilities."
Additionally, the inspectors

will relay to the UN any "material breach" of the resolution as
committed by Iraq, including
any signs of non-compliance
which can impeae the progress
of their inspections. Blix has
stated that "even a 30-minute
delay in granting access to a
suspect site would be regarded
as a serious violation," and if
any such instance of Iraqi noncooperation is reported to the
UN, the Security Council will be
required to meet to discuss subsequent courses of action,
including the possibility of a
military campaign.
Iraqi leader, Saddam
Hussein bas agreed to provide a
"currently accurate, full and
complete" declaration of Iraq's
suspected weapons by Dec. 8,
the stipulated deadline for the
said document as set out by the
UN. If the Iraqi declaration is
later found to contain any "false
statements or omissions," Iraq
will still stand in "material
breach," of the resolution, and
may be subject to subsequent

military action.
The US is putting forth a
"zero tolerance" policy towards
the weapons inspections, which
are being looked at as Iraq's
final chance to disarm or to
prove
its
disarmament.
Currently Blix and his counterpart Mohammed el-Baradei,
from the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA}, are
leading talks with Iraqi government officials, while other
members of the team in
Baghdad are currently working
on setting up logistical a.n d
communication offices, living
quarters and arranging vehicles
for transporting the inspectors
around Iraq.
The team is hopeful that
the inspections which are carded to begin on November 27
will see greater cooperation by
Iraq, and are confident that the
process of weapons inspections
will be performed effectively,
because of new powers of
access and the unanimous support of the UN Security

Council. Blix has also stated
that the team is better equipped
for the inspections because of
new technology which is .capable of detecting even the best
hidden weapons.
Iraqi
Deputy
Prime
Minister, Tariq Aziz, has stated
that his "government is ready to
comply with the arms inspectors" and that "they have given
instructions to all responsible
people and many government
areas to respond immediately
to any request to enter their
sites and inspect them."
'
The Inspectors have not
specified the number of sites to
be visited, but are likely to visit
20 sites initially because of
their tainted history. According
to Jacques Baute, head of the
International Atomic Energy
Agency's inspection team "I
can't say that there are 100 sites
that are very important and
another 300 more that are significant. For us it doesn't matter, We have a mandate to
search the whole country."

Bandicoots. •• Next 5 km
By Jonathan Grannum

Hilltop Staff Writer

PhOlo courtesy www.austmlia.com

The Long Nosed Bandicoot
is one of 21 s pecies of
Bandicoots found on
Australia's East Coast &
Tasmania. They hop around
like Kangaroos on their larger hind legs though they are
much smaller. Depending on
the species their fur can be
orange, grey, brown or
s triped. They are nocturnal
creatures and spend the
daylight hours hiding in
crevices, logs or tunnels.

It wasn't until 1770 that the
land down under, known as
New Holland, was presented to
the world as a viable country of
exceptional beauty by Captain
James Cook and his crew of
several scientists and a
botanist.
Approximately 200 years
after total British rule,
·Australia
became
a
Commonwealth nation and
gained much of the autonomy
that any country should wield,
Australia makes use of separation of power under its constitution and is divided into
three groups: legislative, executive and judicial. There also
exists the position of governorgeneral who is the Queen's representative in Australia.
The
governor-general
appoints the prime minister,
who is typically the leader of
the party that has a majority of
seats in the House of
Representatives and presides at
the House of Representatives
meetings.

Today, Australia is deemed
by some as their dream destination. Standing as the sixth
largest country in the world,
with a land mass 50 percent
larger than Europe and the lowest population density in the
world (two people per square
kilometer}, one may be tempted
to think, however, that it is little
more than a huge desolate rock.
Take a moment and think
of what first comes to one's
mind when one envisions
Australia: kangaroos, dessert
land, Aborigines, the Sydney
Opera
House.
However,
Australia has so much more to
offer as a country diverse in culture and rich in history,
Festivals abound in this
land down under. From
January through March a person may experience anything
from Australia Day to the Gay
and Lesbian Ma.rdi Gras, both
of which are held in Sydney.
Australia Day is deemed
the largest single public event
in the country and involves tall
ship and ferryboat races, a military flyover and free outdoor
concerts. Mardi Gras attracts

up to 500,000 people to the
parade, which is a celebration
of gay and lesbian rights and
lifestyle.
This year is a special one
for Australia. It has been
dubbed The Year of the
Outback, and will focus attention on Australia's Outback the recognized symbol of the
world's great island continent.
Its aim will be to demonstrate
that the Outback not only represents an ageless past but also
holds the key to the nation's
future.
New Holland, New South
Wales, the land down under Australia is big, beautiful and
bountiful. When making plans
to visit, there are a couple
things one should remember.
Mainly money. Luckily the
exchange rate runs at approximately 1 USD to 1.79 Australian
dollars.

Far Out Facts
Beaches Galore

Australia boasts more than
7,000 beaches, more than any
other nation.
Little Beauties
Australia produces 95 percent of the world's precious
opals and 99 percent of black
opals.
Beef Exports

With 24 million head of
cattle, Australia is the world's
largest exporter of beef.
Long Fence

The world's longest continuous fence known as the dingo
fence runs through central
Queensland for 5,531 kilometers. It is 1,8 meters high and is
designed to keep sheep safe
from Australia's native dog.
Long Haul
The longest stretch of
straight railway track in the
world crosses the Nullarbor
Plain, From Nurina in Western
Australia to near Watson in
South Australia, the track is
dead straight for 478 kilometers.

--

--
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Global Politics
Brazil's Lula is
Victorious:
What's next?
By Jonathan Grannum

Hilltop Staff Writer
In an election that shaped
up to be totally different at its
top than at the bottom, it is
time for President Luiz Inacio
Lula da Silva, leader of the
Worker's Party, to show what
be is made, of.
Up until the election date,
the polls depicted an increasingly popular vote for da Silva.
Meanwhile, at the local government level and the congress,
the people seemed to want the
more right wing candidates in
power.
This phase shift may seem
surprising to most looking in
from outside until you understand that the leader of the centre-right coalition, Fernando
Henrique Cardoso, former
President of Brazil, has already
served eight years and thus can
no longer run for president.
Th.is sets us up for an interesting term ahead for the new
president, who must now fill

\

the shoes of Cardoso, who
ended three decades of inflation and was able to establish
an open, market-based economy after sorting out much of
Brazil's public finances.
Cardoso was in power since
1994, then Finance Minister,
and has made a name for himself as the president for the
poor. During his time in office,
be made it possible for the poor
in Brazil to have access to the
benefits that we take for common, such as phone lines and
tertiary education.
Now that the economy is in
better shape, voters were willing to take a risk, as it were,
with da Silva who has taken his
leftist policy closer to centre
and taken steps to ensure that
the policies of Cardoso will be
continued, some of which are
without compromise such as
the payment of the $30 billon
IMF loan which Cardoso
endorsed in August of this year.
Brazil unfortunately is
plagued with poverty and violence and thus this new administration must be cautious in
coming into power with a fresh
perspective and new ideas.
Perhaps the best thing for
them would be to maintain
their moderate agenda and try
to adopt some of the better
techniques employed by the
last government. Sometimes
the best way is the old way.
Some information was
obtained from The Economist.

Nigeria to
Launch Satellite
Nigeria is hoping to launch
its first satellite in July 2003.
The satellite, which will be
built in partnership with a
British company, will be used
for weather observation and
will later become a communications satellite.
In July 2001, the Nigedan
government formally adopted a
National Space Policy with the
objective of launching its own
satellite and space research
programs.
With the initiative, which
will cost about $2.5 million a
year, there are hopes that the
launch of dedicated satellites
will greatly improve communication links.

Saudi Arabia
Tourism to Fetch
SR4.5b
Saudi Arabia expects SR4,5
billion in revenues from
tourism by 2007, according to
a five-year tourism development plan prepared by the
Supreme Commission for
Tourism.
The commission believes
that the tourism sector will
promote small and medium
projects, and attract domestic
and foreign investment to
establish tourism infrastructure and create more jobs.
The number of domestic
flights would be increased from
350,000 to 600,000 in the
next five years as part of
tourism development. Flights
from Gulf countries will be
increased from 50,000 to
75,000.

Bill Gates
Welcomed with
Huge Condom
Microsoft Chairman, Bill
Gates was greeted with an
eight-foot tall air-filled condom
in India's rising technology hub
of Hyderabad, where his company has opened its first software development center outside the US.
The special welcome
occurred on Thursday during a
four-day visit to the Indian city
as a tribute to mark his gen-
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erosity in fighting AIDS.
On
Monday,
Gates
announced a $100 million contribution from the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation, to
spread awareness on AIDS.
India has the second
largest number of HIV/AIDS
victims in the world after South
Africa.

Beauty Queen
Protest Ends in
Bloodshed
At least 12 people have
died in Kaduna, in the north of
Nigeria, after protests against
next month's Miss World beauty competition descended into
bloody violence. Many more
are also believed to have died
after thousands of Muslim
youths rampaged through the
suburbs of the city, setting fire
to tires and buildings, and
attacking churches.
Protests started after the
newspaper "ThisDay" published an article that said that
the Prophet Mohammed (upon
whom be peace} would probably have chosen to marry one of
the contestants if he had witnessed the beauty pageant,
which Nigeria is hosting next
month.

Kazakhstan to
Import Nuclear
Waste
Kazakhstan, a country
deeply scarred by the legacy of
the nuclear arms race, plans to
import other countries' civil
nuclear waste. It hopes to earn
enough from the trade to pay
for the disposal of its own
waste stockpile, but it has no
depository able to accept any
waste consignments from
abroad.
To the dismay of many
Kazakhs,
the
country's
Parliament is to be asked to
amend the existing law banning the import and burial of
foreign radioactive waste.
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Student Organizations Promote Safe Sex
SEX from A1
that of 1,089 students screened
for STDs at the Student Health
Center, 19 tested positive for gonorrhea, and 86 tested positive for
chlamydia.
Some students are questioning the need for so many sexrelated panel discussions.
People between the ages of
20 and 24 have experienced an
increase in the number of STD
cases over the past years.
According to the Washington
Post, the total number of residents in the D.C. area living with
AIDS is 13, 899.
The STD and AIDS rate
within this counby is also at an
all time high.
In a report on sex in the
United States, Surgeon General
David Satcher said STDs account
for 87 percent of the ten most
commonly reported infectious
diseases.
He also argued that schools
should provide access to education about sexual health and
responsible sexual behavior.
Human Sexuality Professor
Clarence M. Stewart Jr. was the
University Liaison for the event
sponsored by the Department of
Health, Human Performance
and Leisure Studies.
He believes that Howard has
been extremely helpful in educating its students and the commu-

nity about issues of human sexuality.
"The University is definitely
aware of this situation that is
plaguing its students and the
community," Steward said. "It is
definitely a University initiative
that this pattern is existing."
Programs like these are said
to be of great importance, especially within the minority community where the STD and AIDS
rates are extremely high.
Accordinz to the National
Minority AIDS Council, AIDS is
the number one leading cause of
death among blacks between the
ages 25 and 44.
The Washington Post
reports also indicated that
African-American women make
up 96 percent of the city's new
AIDS cases.

The human papilloma virus
also known as HPV is the most
prevalent STD among women on
Howard's campus.
According to the Student
Health Center, of the 1,176
women who received Pap smear
tests last year, 50 percent of them
tested positive for some form of
HPV.
Asha French, a junior film
major and Vice Chair of the
Campus Pals, agrees that these
programs are essential.
"In an age when minority
teens and early adults are becoming statistics in terms of STDs,

knowledge is power," French
said. "So if we can teach people to
have safe relationships, we can
begin to combat the spread of
these diseases witllin our community."
Although students attended
the discussion sessions for different reasons, some to fill a
requirement for a class and others to become more informed,
the attendance at each session
was comparatively high.
Arizona Newsum, a freshman theater major, attended the
Campus Pal session called
"Staying Safe in Sex" to be
infonned.
"I've had a lot of conversations with people and a majority
of them aren't practicing abstinence,• Newsum said. "I attended this program to reinforce my
reasons for saving sex until marriage."
Despite the high number of
students in attendance, some
question whether students
gained anything from iliese sessions.
Gary Boston, sophomore
marketing major, attended the
symposium sponsored by the
Department of Health, Human
Perforn1ance and Leisure Studies
entitled "STDS/STIS Update."
According to Boston, the
program was poorly organized
and the presenters jumped from
section to section.

"They didn't teach me too
much that I didn't aJreaay know,"
he said
/
Other students argued that
hearing the information and the
statistics regarding STDs and
AIDS only affects them for a
short period of time.
"Once you are involved in
the se.xual act, you are not going
to think about that,• Darnell C.
Keys, history major said.
Meanwhile, many students
like Tosind Osho, a sophomore
civil engineering major, found
tl1e panels to be beneficial.
Osho attended the UGSA
panel "So Contagious."
"It was an eye-opener. It
taught me always to stay on point
when it comes to sex," Osho said.
Metro
Teen
AIDS
spokesperson and former
Campus Pal, Trina Scott was a
speaker at the events sponsored
by the Campus Pals and UGSA
She believes that at black colleges, many students have identity issues when it comes to sex.
"If you don't have selfrespect, you won't practice safe
sex,n Scott argued.
For more information or
questions you can call the
National AIDS Hotline at 1-800342-2437 or the National
Minority AIDS Council at 202483-6622.

Lack of Resources in iLab Concerns Students
ILAB from A2
In spite of the help desk's
efforts to aid students, Stevens
said she frequently hears complaints.
The help desk is often
unmanned because workers are
around the lab, tending to student complaints about tl1e computers.
'They'll say computers
aren't working when they're
working, they'll say printers
aren't working when they're
working," Stevens said. "I have
seen students flip over the 'this
workstation is being serviced'
signs, settle into the computer
chair, and then grumble that the
terminal (not] working."
Stevens believes many of the
::iroblems students face in the
iLab are a result of student abuse
of the equipment. Sometimes
students aren't sure bow to correctly operate terminals and
printers. As of yet, the iLab does
not offer computer training
courses to students.
For many students, the iLab
is the only place where they can
access the Internet, check email, and write papers.
Senior theatre major

SHUTTLE from A2
Towers also prompted Jarvis
Houston, Howard University
Student Association Chief of
Staff, to take action.
"Some of the students are
scared to take the shuttle on a
daily basis due to inadequate
services," he said.
Houston spoke witl1 Horton
and one of the managers of the
International
Limousine
Service, the company that owns
and operates the shuttles, to discuss the conditions of the services.
Houston said he does not
believe that the problem lies
wiili the company.
"We believe that the
International Limousine Service
has been doing an adequate job
with the students, but the problem could be just the bus drivers,• he said.
.
Horton said he received a
notice from the company that
the driver of the runaway bus
was reprimanded and would be
terminated if there were any further problems. Company officials also told Horton that their
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Some students have voiced concerns with the conditions of the ILab, saying the ILab
lacks resources.

Mulvenia Hemnlings frequents
the iLab despite minor glitclles.
"I get the most out of the
teebnology fee because there is a
lot you can do there," Hemmings
said.
first priority is the safety of the
passengers.
Horton pointed out tllat the
shuttles transport 32,520 people
a week, and in light of that number, and the risk of inner city
driving, he said tl1at he believes
that the shuttle services have
performed well.
He agrees with Houston
that bad drivers are the problem
and that tl1ey need to be pointed
out and fired.
However, not all students
experience problems with the
shuttle service.
Kristin Tanner, a junior
human development major from
Atlanta, said she feels safe.
What she does complain
about is the shuttle's tardiness.
Students can fill out grievance forms, which are available
in both the HUSA and
Undergraduate
Student
Association offices. The grievance board will tl1en address the
forms.
Students can also file a
grievance online or go to the
office of Parking and Shuttle
Operations.

According to Moore, the
iLab aud other information technology resources are important
to the University because they
are intended to extend the reach
of students as they pursue aca-

PLAY from A3
such a deep and inspirational playwright," Fontaine
said.
The second act featured nine
scenes.
The first (For Colored
Girls ... ) was of a painter,
played by junior acting
major Akilah Knight, whose
work was her joy and escape
from the world, and who did
not want to fall in love,
because in her eyes love was
equal to pain.
"I enjoyed the journey
traveled through Ntozake
Shange's expressive works,
not to forget the liberating
paint I was covered in,"
Knight said. " I'm glad God
gave me the opportunity to
experience these expressive
works.•
The second act featured
nicely choreographed and
well- rehearsed
scenes,
including seve ral dance
sequences.
It touched upon issues of

demic goals and objectives.
The iLab is open Monday
8:30 a.m. to Friday at 7P.m.,
Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., and
Sundays 12:30 p.m. to midnight.

low-self esteem, and the
bond between mothers and
daughters, and trust between
friends.
The final scene, From
Okra to Greens, starred
Jermaine Small and Goldie
Patrick who played the roles
of young poets engaged in a
love affair. One of the sexiest
scenes of the night, it was a
crowd favorite.
"It was excellent. The
two actors were phenomenal. The intimacy of the
space provided the audience
with more of a realist
approach to the scenes," said
senior Larry Brown, Jr.
These scenes were performed so elegantly and
credibly that one could feel
as though they were right in
the middle of the action.
All in all, the play was
worth the five dollars it cost
for admittance, and then
some.
The Infinite Variety
series of plays ended on
Friday.
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MD Governor Elect
Accused of lliegal
Poll Practices
GOVfromA1
had been called to the shelter to
investigate a dL<;turbance complaint.
According to Andrea
Henry, a Bowie State
University junior, fliers were
posted on campus the week
before the elections seeking
poll workers. She said the flier
gave a phone number to call for
further information, but did
not indicate party affiliation or
ilie nru;ne of the candidate seeking workers.
Henry said that when
she called the number, she was
told that the Ehrlich campaign
was paying workers from $85
to $125, depending on the
hours worked, to hand out
campaign materials. She also
said that she, along with other
Bowie State students and high
school and junior high students
attended a training session the
Sunday night before election
Tuesday, which was held by a
group called "Democrats for
Ehrlich". The purpose of the
meeting, she claimed, was to be
assigned to a poll, as well as to
pick up literature and an Ehrlich
t-shirt - which featured a picture
of Ehrlich's running mate,
African-American Michael S.
Steele.
On Election Day, Hines
worked outside of Tabernacle
Church in Laurel,
Maryland. She and other
students said that the campaign
had promised to bring them
breakfast a.nd lunch, but the
meals never arrived.
"We were passing out
fliers and T-shirts," said Henry,
adding that they continued
working through the rain.
After the polls had
closed, Henry said that the workers were told they would be paid
tl1e ne.xt day at the campaign
headquarters in New Carrollton,
Maryland.
However, upon
returning the following day, they
were told to come back on
Saturday by campaign workers.
But when workers returned that
Saturday, there was no one at the
headquarters.
Tai Dozier, another
Bowie State student, called what
happened on Election Day a
"scam from the start•, saying she
only agreed to do the work

l)!ioco councsy www.usd:t.gov

Maryland Governor Elect
Robert Ehrlich.

because she was out of money
and her mother's birthday was
coming up.
'"Iney had young
African-Americans standing out
there like we were supporting
him, when they know most
African-Americans
are
Democrats," Dozier said.
Spokesman Paul E.
Schurick denied that the Ehrlich
campaign acted illegally. "The
Ehrlich ·campaign did not hire
anyone to work on eleetion day,
period," said Schurick. "It's
against the law and it did not
happen."
But between 40 to 50
students and their parents disagree, saying they have been
misled and deceived by Ehrlich's
campaign.
In an interview with the
Baltimore Sun, Sherita Bellinger,
a woman from Upper Marlboro,
Maryland whose two teenage
children were recruited to hand
out literature at Frederick
Douglass High School in Upper
Marlboro, is on of those parents.
She said that the Ehrlich staffers
just disappeared and stopped
taking phone calls from the
unpaid workers, including her
clilldren.
"This is a very, very hor-

rible thing to do to kids on their
first ~']>Osure to our political system," said Bellinger.
The offense is a misdemeanor punishable by up to a
year in jail and a $25,000 fine.

FUTURE from A3

Business through the Center
for
Professional
which is on the primary Development," LeGrand said.
recruitment list of many top
Some students prefer to
employers due to our strong work and attend school,
reputation in graduating while others have a hard time
some of the best and bright- balancing work and their
est African American gradu- studies, so they choose one or
ates in the country.
the other.
Several students in the
Megan Moore, a legal
graduating class have already communication's major, is
attained
employment applying to law school and is
through their respective also exploring the possibility
schools.
of entering the labor force,
For example, Adam
"If I get accepted, I will
LeGrand, senior finance attend law school and as a
major, will be working with plan B, I plan to apply to
Goldman Sacs Investment Teach for America," Moore
Bank after graduation.
said. "I was also thinking of
"I got that job by inter- starting my own business in
viewing with the School of event planning.•

Have a Happy
Thanksgiving
from The Hilltop!
November 26, 2002
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·student Trustee Event Poorly Attended in West Towers
TRUSTEE from A1
advancement of the University,"
Howard said. "We want to build a
new gym and a new School of
Communications and these
funds will help the University to
obtain these goals."
TI1e student trustees attempt
to keep students infonned and
get a greater understanding of
the needs and concerns to take to
the Board of Trustees meetings.
"We have already passed out
surveys to more than 300 students and we plan to also go to
donns and get the word out."
Howard said.
·
While it is the Howard and
Porter, plan to keep students

infonned, the trustees said it is
up to the students to want the
infonnation.
"We can host an event, but it
is up to people to come out," said
Porter. "It is up to students to
attend forums and town hall
meetings because this is where
we hear what students want to
happen."
The student trustees said the
Meet and Greet, held on
November 15, was an attempt to
let the student body see the
trustees.
"Trustees only meet four
times a year so we tried to provide a program where students
could meet the trustees," Howard
said.
The trustees also tried to dis-

pel many of the myths that the
student body has about the
board.
Robert Anderson, a sophomore political science major,
wanted to know what the Board
of Trustee members are like.
"'The majority of the members are just like us. Just because
they make a lot of money does
not mean that they are out of
touch with the Howard student
body," Howard said.
Porter said that the common
love for Howard has helped the
Board work efficiently toward the
goal for a great Howard
University
Justin Hansford, a senior
English major and a fonner candidate
for
Undergraduate

Trustee, asked why President
George W. Bush was nominated
to receive a honorary degrie and
if the reason for the nomination
stemmed from the University
feeling loyal to the federal government because of the money
Howard receives from Congress.
'The reason why President
Bush was nominated was only
out of respect," Howard said.
"We have heard the displeasure
of the student body, and when
the Board votes on the issue then
we will tell the Board that the student body emphatically does not
want Bush."
"One of the reasons why we
started the capital campaign is so
that when the funds of the government stop coming we can

have something to fall back on,"
said Porter.
The trustees also explained
what issues the Board handles.
Howard explained that the
Board is for the highest concerns
only.
" If you have a problem with
the cafeteria then you go to
HUSA, if you have ·questions
about the University's partnership with Marriott then you
would talk to the Board." Howard
said.
Those who attended the
forum wished that there were
more students in attendance, but
found the forum very informa- ·
tive. ,
"'The forum was very informative, I just wish that more people

would have attended so they
could hear what the trustees are
doing,• said Anderson.
"It's important that people
attend these forums so that they
know what's going on," said
Richard Spencer, a graduate student in the arts and science.
"Hopefully we can have more of
these forums."
Howard and Porter were
elected as student trust~s last
spring.
Both members are on the
Board's committees of academic
excellence and development.
Howard is a senior chemistry
major, and Porter is a third-year
law student at Howard
University School of Law.

College Republicans
NAACP Helps Black Farmers, Cubans
NAACP from A1
Host Talk with Maryland
Lt Governor-Elect

Photo by Maya Gilliam

Leltenant Governor elect Steele, spoke at an event hosted
by the College Republicans on campus.

the other hand was pleased
with the student attendance at
the vadous was more optimistic about the week's student turnout.
"It was what I expected it
to be. We bad some powerful
dialogue about AfricanAmerican politics at Monday's
discussion ["What Is A Black
Republican?"] and when Star
Parker [author of "Pimps,
Whores, and Welfare Brats"]
was here."
Hunter also thinks that
Black people are scared about
the shift in power between the
Democrats and Republicans.
However, he feels that Black
people need to learn the
importance of political action.
"We can't play this sideline
politics ... the time to be active
is now," Hunter emphasized.
Ramon Bradley, sophomore public relations major,
came to the event to see what
the
Howard
College
Republicans' intentions were.

"I'm bipartisan, but I'm
also a political person. I wanted to see what their mission
was and what their goals
were."
Sophomore John Jett,
Georgetown's
College
Republican chairperson also
attended the event.
"I came because Adam
invited me and
other
Georgetown Republicans and
also for the chance to hear
Michael Steele speak; he's an
impressive guy."
Jett feels that there will be
a greater focus on Republicans
everywhere including various
college campuses since the
shift in political power.
The main focus of the
evening
was
to
give
Republican students from
Howard, American, and
Georgetown the chance to network with each other and celebrate Republican activism on
their respective college campuses.

EBJ from A2

and the black farmers during the negotiation process.
A U.S. law that was enacted in 2000
allows Cuba to make cash purchases of
food and agricultural products from
U.S. farmers.
However, since the law was creat ed,
black farmers had failed in their
attempts to negotiate an agreement
with Cuba until recently.
The ability of the black farmers to
reach an agreement with Cuba was due
largely in pa.r t to the support by the
NAACP. Commenting on the NAACP's
involvement Parker said, "It is good to
see an organization that I respect at the
negotiating table with world leaders."
John Cleveland Newkirt, Jr.,
Georgia resident and spokesman for
Southern Black Farmers, part of the
NBFA, after learning about the arrangement agrees that this is one of the best
thjngs could happen to black farmers.

"This [the trade agreement] will
give the black farmer a little boost and
a little hope for recovering from t he
current economy," Newkirt said.
Kwesi Mfume, president of the
NAACP explained the motivation of
the black farmers in a r ecent press
conference.
"African American farmers want
to aggressively pursue business opportunities in Cuba the same as major
farm cooperatives and agribusiness
corporations that have traveled here
and sold hundreds of millions of dollars worth of food to Cuba in the past
two years," Mfume said.
The food products that will be
exported include rice, chicken quarters, flour and other grocery items.
John Boyd, president of NBFA, will
sign the contract with Cuba after finishing up the final details.

Photo courtC$)' o r :ingclfirc.com

Black farmers will benefit from a new partnership with the NAACP and Cuba.

Security a
Concern
for Area
University
Students
SECURITY from AS
Campus Police stressed how
important it is for students to
keep in contact with them in the
event that there is a problematic
situation.
When asked for their
opinion on Campus police, students shared a different view.
Junior Omotunde Sowole said,
"They are alright , but we need
more of them and sometimes I
don't feel safe."
Sophomore
J~•stin Wilson adds, "Campus
Police is unreliable I called t hem
three times on three separate
occasions when the shuttle had
stopped running and they never
came."
At the University of
Maryland, Major Cathy Atwell,
Public Informat ion Officer said
that their University t oo, has
many security programs in
placed to make their campus
safe. For example, there are
video cameras installed around
the campus, emergency phones,
escorts, and like Howard 24 hour
security, and shuttle bus service.
Both the Campus Secur1'ty at
• of
H oward an d ti1e Un1.vers1ty

As Senior VP of Financial Planning at a major
movie studio you could:

Start here. Go places.

•voo lro• b.isiness ll!ao:oon1ing.yoo
that are bad," said Johnson. "It
ca>geta idl1.llf<nl~ llEcaise lf>ellilb
is the voter's responsibility to
yooleamil !Miless - ~alll
response was that if people wait find out, and if these new leaders
- -- - - -- -- - - " ' - ----::--:----- - ! ~ lllilling.com~ad
for elected officials to get the job are not that good, then it is the
done, it will never get done.
voter's job to vote them out of
"Citizens in the community office."
"'1111. Eve,, ii &e mies
know more about the needs of
Rubyna Abbey, a junior
the community more than their anthropology major, said the
Sian~~~~'1has.merrnam
representative does," Johnson program was very beneficial.
-:-------'----------------l
lnteml!ip. R~ooliitfr.d,yalll
said. "If people see that there are
"I didn't know much about
(and I big fan to make them sway)
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houses in their community that politics or the CBC, but I learned
arll)eta fut cneof t.10 $5.IIXlpai:l
need to be painted, then mem- a lot through the program,"
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How do you get ajob like this? Start today.
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'"I'oday they are not lynch<QM cash value a.ardsci ~10sum·
Apply for Summer Dream Internship at:
problem."
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ed tl1e program questioned what legislation," said Bria Lewis, a
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Johnson responded. "People are in public service for more than times work collectively.
able to read so they can pick up a 30 years. She serves on the comThe recent string of violent
newspaper and find out what is mittees of science and trans- events serves as a wake up call to
going on, and if people cannot portation and is also chair- many about the dire need for
read, they can watch CNN."
woman of the Congressional Campus Security t o improve in
'There are some 0eaders] Black Caucus.
order to ensur e the safety of facthat are good and there are some
ulties and students.
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ATTENTION STUDENTS:

-

IF YOUR ID NUMBER IS LISTED BELOW,
YOU HAVE A CREDIT BALANCE CHECK
,.
The following students can claim their credit balance check at Cram ton Auditorium,
lower level, between the hours of 8:30 AM and 4:30 PM Monday - Friday.

.,

/

00010974 •
00011491
00012147
00012407
00012872
00014289
00014351
00014357
00014701
00014916
00015547
00015866
00016387
00016810
00016843
00016873
00017097
00017117
00017117
00017516
00017613
00018083
00018843
00018919
00019523
00020333
00026359
00029423
00030594
00031096
00031426
00031426
00031471
00032032
00032037
00033470
00033736
00033979
00034721
00036608
00036619
00037017
00037033
00038698
00039436
00040521
00040589
00043216
00043560
00043611
00043650
00044360
00044360
00045943
00047835
00048173
00048389
00048883
00049915
00049989
00050157
00051085
00051335
00051335
00052296
00052896
00052953
00053172
00053233
00053303
00053303
00053303
00053670
00053913
00053944
0005511 1
00055763
00056055
00056076
00056411
00057349
00057618
00057618
00057855
00058198
00058630
00058737
00058937
00058981
00059045
00059045
00061123
00061606
00061607
00061625
00062020
00062568
00062568
00062773
00063014
00063014
00063296
00064724
00065119
00066423
00066455
00066881
00067446
00068601
00069540
00069797
00070217
00070222
00070471
00070831
00070853
00070988

00070997
00071086
00071421
00071816
00071816
00072225
00072834
00072874
00073157
00073166
00073318
00074578
00074578
00074668
00074785
00074989
00075051
00075554
00076061
00076079
00077426
00077803
00078152
00078362
00078639
00078709
00078847
00079459
00080035
00080186
00080357
00080807
00081257
00081319
00081823
00081910
00082155
00082157
00082623
00082781
00083581
00083604
00084016
00084106
00084208
00084384
00084551
00084629
00084658
00084954
00085018
00085021
00085949
00088710
00089512
00089612
00090800
00090960
00091079
00091158
00091556
00091888
00092273
00092273
00092297
00092404
00093256
00094226
00095410
00096196
00096196
00096226
00097215
00097582
00097582
00097755
00098139
00098928
00099660
00100989
00101960
00102309
00102339
00102354
00103045
00103333
00104996
00104996
00106106
00109447
00109713
00112013
00112125
00112184
00112794
00112899
00113223
00113693
00114003
00114824
00116137
00116442
00116633
00116773
00117295
00117295
00117880
00117903
00118359
00118389
00119275
00119496
00119928
00120204
00120204
00120672
00120827

01000130
01014716
01024068
01025095
01025419
01029936
01031820
01046483
01048751
01060947
01066597
01068013
01078262
01081623
01081804
01082007 '
01082102
01083099 '
01083599
01084679
01087175
01087886
01088949
01090991
01091747
01094617
01095651
01097622
01097762
01098373
01099799
01105899
01107861
01110147 •
01111633
01113822
01114187
01117683
01119137
01119409
01119516
01119516
01119986
01120253
01120281
01120533
01122333
01123461
01123646
01124171
01125044
01125276
01125621
01126367
01126763
01128065
01128091
01128161
01128191
01128345
01128748
01129128
01129325
01129398
01129977
01129978
01130048
01130539
01130627
01130648
01130805
01130940
01131362
01131412
01131607
01131646
01131818
01131889
01132397
01132687
01133128
01133320
01133392
01133831
01133835
01133899
01133899
01 134146
01134237
01134434
01134486
01134508
01134610
01134617
01134925
01135055
01135085
01135088
01120707
01121610
01121659
01121750
01135094
01135184
01135232
01135286
01135423
01135458
01135466
01135702
01135734
01135872
01135872
01135960
01136060
01136087
01136113

01 136179
01136331
01136349
01136404
01136433
01136505
01136523
01136538
01136606
01136713
01136813
01136895
01136906
01136920
01136933
01136950
01136981
01137000
01137215
01137227
01137286
01137364
01137419
01137438
01137439
01137483
01137510
01137558
01137580
01137580
01137618
01137696
01137696
01137982
01138051
01138117
01138144
01138244
01138280
01138313
01138405
01138504
01138551
01138603
01138798
01138988
01138988
01139337
01139444
01139539
01139599
01139613
01139621
01139821
02000278
02000446
02001034
02001103
02001150
02001194
02001313
02001791
02001806
02001999
02001999
02004097
02004279
02004354
02004365
02004446
02004551
02004773
02004801
02005003
02005003
02005087
02005143
02006712
02006845
02006890
02006964
02007357
02007530
02007604
02007762
02007959
02007959
02010918
02012212
02012849
02013500
02013945
02015462
02016299
02016532
02016541
02016807
02016807
02017682
02017682
02017732
02017993
02018738
02018886
02018886
02020352
02020796
02020916
02020934
02021050
02021087
02021147
02021249
02021249
02021623
02022228
02022574

02040061
02022591
. 02040750
02022614
02022711
02040989
02022740
02041053
02022778
02041110
02041670
02022836
02041676
02023372
02Q41712
02023508
02023917
02041735
02041916
02023956
02041932
02024341
02042040
02024362
02025021
02042198
02025140
02042287
02042404
02025424
02042542
02025673
02044603
02025765
02045468
02025949
02026123
02045582
02046313
02026591
02046933
02026639
02026704
02047642
02026734
02047691
02050012
02026825
02050024
02026902
02050054
02026932
02027109
02050057
02027134
02050065
02050728
02027136
02050980
02027351
02027382
02051708
02027399
02052569
02027401
02053502
02053515
02027674
02027680
02053528
02027711
02053528
02027773
02053534
02028166
02053538
02054272
02028288
02054392
02028314
02028592
02054567
02054567
02029105
02029538
02055046
02055072
02029568
02055072
02029568
02029981
02055077
02055078
02030679
02030911
02055090
02031422
02055934
02031571
02056098
02031691
02056652
02056684
02031691
02058103
02031777
02031986
02058157
02031986
02058590
02058611
02032009
02058611
02032254
02058611
02032585
02032592
02058611
02058611
02032940
02058611
02032950
02033591
02058611
02058611
02034004
02058611
02034389
02058611
02034585
02058611
02034738
02035108
02059023
02035123
02061343
02061343
02035437
02061821
02035449
02035561
02061844
02061844
02035625
02061868
02035744
02035748
02062036
02035812
02063661
02035981
02063847
02063916
02036269
02065416
02036489
02036813
02065424
02036935
02065427
02065704
02036991
02037082
02065940
02066339
02037096
02037096
02066374
02037175
02066808
02037179
02066917
02067173
02037187
02067251
02037260
02037260
02067533
02037314
02067745
02037416
02068292
02037461
02068294
02037485
02069345
02037487
02069378
02037520
02071205
02071422
02037598
02037608
02071492
02037612
02071609
02037706
02073050
02037771
02075499
02077079
02037897
02037951
02077116
02038170
02077864
02038401
02079607
02038407
02079706
02079915
02038451
02081807
02038681
02038832
02081893
02038894
02082212
02038904
02084237
02039199
02087269
02087404
02039212
02088516
02039255
02039263
02088932
02039288
02089315
02039401
02089584
02099717
02040040

02102162
02102379
02102564
02102658
02102681
02102812
02102812
02102871
02102883
02103300
02103300
02103336
02103448
02103673
02103733
02103734
02103816
02103867
02103906
02103990
02104001
02104001
02104005
02104005
02104017
02104025
02104037
02104048
02104048
02104049
02104050
02104165
02104166
02104970
02105056
02105389
02105465
02105744
02106822
02106822
02107163
02107453
02107466
02107624
02107746
02107770
02107784
02107874
02107874
02108123
02108238
02108426
02108426
02108515
02108606
02108625
02108676
02108705
02108713
02108816
02108938
02108960
02109017
02109243
02109351
02109351
02109371
02109502
02109541
02109557
02109568
02109596
02109602
02109602
02109615
02109622
02109639
02109645
02109658
02109750
02109790
02109799
02109849
02109911
02109915
02109920
02109925
02109990
02110420
02110588
02110615
021 10628
02110642
02110686
02110704
02110718
02110727
02110810
02110810
02110815
02110820
02111523
02111627
02111632
02111645
02111802
02112049
02112052
02112234
02112543
02112547
02112577
02112635
02112639
02112731
02112835
02112836

02°112875
02128524
02128524
02112880
' 02129629
02113053
02113161
/ 02129629
02130314
02113300
02130398
02113601
02130452
02113837
02130495
02113842
02113952
02130495
02130535
02113954
02130543
02114212
02114243
02130614
02114243
02130615
02130666
02114247
02130667
02114321
02130697
02114335
02130709
02114357
02114357
02130814
02130814
02114368
02130900
02114399
02130900
02114399
02130908
02114408
02130937
02114408
02130947
02114468
02130968
02114483
02130973
02114528
02114541
02138431
02114577
02138543
02114695
02138760
02139463
02114817
02140159
02114817
02114885
02140175
02115005
02140190
02140196
02115019
02144927
02115314
021 45185
02115314
02115324
02148114
02115337
02148436
02148521
02115493
02148549
02115539
02149463
02115539
02115547
02149731
02149731
02115600
02150078
02115611
02154740
02115657
02154788
02115665
02115907
02155840
02116087
02155845
02155862
02116126
02159841
02116149
02160073
02116369
02116410
02160287
02116422
02165304
02166580_
02116422
02116450
0216&719
02116514
02167158
02167321
02116638
02168192
02116716
02169450
02116756
02116777
02170353
02171146
021167TT
02171283
02116785
02171310
02116813
02117012
02171310
02117140
02172247
02117140
02172301
02117210
02172548
02117216
02172665
02117273
02172683
02117274
02172710
02172710
02117318
02172710
02117318
02117481
02172710
02117631
02172710
02117657
02172935
02173189
02117852
02173197
02117899
02117996
02173197
02117998
02173197
02118011
02173205
02173222
02118107
02173587
02119057
02119074
02173742
02119454
02173922
02173973
02120195
02173996
02120254
02120270
02174298
02174382
02120309
02120371
02174720
02120398
02174825
02174854
02120403
02175019
02120550
02120561
02175081
02121458
02175348
02121770
02175366
02175435
02121844
02175828
02121845
02121859
02175828
02121886
02176192
02121943
02176209
02121977
02176215
02176610
02122055
02176641
02122072
02122081
02176700
02122382
02176703
02122382
02176788
02122416
02176857
02122418
02176862
02123405
02176880
02124402
02176916
02124475
02177041
02127434
02177209
02177358
02128267
02177362
02128338
02128367
02177515
02128439
02177570
02128485
02177570

02177591
02177595
02177605
02177605
02177701
02177705
02177738
02177832
02177880
02177933
02177959
02177959
02177995
02178091
02178091
02178199
02178218
02178229
02178231
02178598
02178617
02178617
02178665
02178666
02178711
02178729
02178734
02178785
02178811
02178859
02178859
02178873
02179164
02179206
02179237
02179237
02179250
02179250
02179251
02179359
02179367
02179368
02179389
02179389
02179406
02179406
02179436
02179441
02179479
02179496
02179498
02179535
02179548
02179549~
02179549
02179556
02179576
02179576
02179585
02179590
02179639
02179649
02179655
02179655
02179666
02179667
02179683
02179685
02179731
02179783
02179792
02179798
02179811
02179818
02179856
02179881
02179974
02179985
02179989
02179989
02180040
02180049
02180049
02180345
02180397
02180400
02180455
02180471
02180589
02180607
02180607
02180644
02180665
02180667
02180706
02180726
02180726
02180766
02180788
02180805
02180822
02180852
02180925
02180932
02181181
02181225
02181247
02181267
02181318
02181350
02181452
02181452
02181452
02181565
02181604
02181604
02181623

02181944
02181947
02182004
02182143
02182169
02182173
02182190
02182199
02182329
02182445
02182451
02182456
02182468
02182493
02182514
02182551
02182597
02182626
02182634
02182653
02182815
02182980
02183108
02183403
02183526
02183561
02183667
02183667
02183893
02183917
02183917
02184140
02184147
02184147
02184279
02184371
02184380
02184405
02184418
02184438
02184455
02184513
02184801
02184852
02184864
02184878
02184878
02185026
02185049
02185049
02185114
02185114
02185420
02l85453... .
02185533
02185643
02185643
02185646
02185733
02185779
02185797
02185800
02185836
02185836
02185836
02185836
02185836
02185884
02185893
02185895
02185920
02185936
02186062
02186062
02186122
02186130
02186137
02186157
02186174
02186180
02186190
02186202
02186256
02186259
02186374
02186374
02186408
02186408
02186629
02186630
02186643
02186667
02186712
02186714
02186737
02186738
02186763
02186776
02186873
02186915
02186915
02186927
02186939
02186939
02186968
02186972
02186994
02186997
02187276
02187326
02187368
02187393
02187408
02187408
02187408
02187430
02187488

02202065 '02196044
02187509
02187514
02202069
02187551
02202069
02187554
02202108
02187562
02202204
02202262
02187621
02187621
02202262
02187670
02202274
02187742
02202300
02187746
02202350
02202359
02187752
02202365
02187752
02187757
02202365
02187787
02202649
02202972
02187853
02203398
02187899
02204239
02187917
02204605
02187929
02187933
02204835
02188017
02205193
02205265
02188081
02205267
02188108
02205289
02188110
02188200
02205717
02206770
02187514
02206812
02187551
02206975
02187554
02207016
02187562
02187621
02210392
02187621
02210974
02187670
02211343
02221115
02187742
02221115
02187746
02221261
02187752
02187752
02221375
02221375
02187757
02221481
02187787
02221710
02187853
02222241
02187899
02187917
02222481
02187929
02222707
02187933
02223259
02223260
02188017
02223607
02188081
02188108
02224101
02188110
02224517
02188200 . 02225226
02225561
02189316
02225585
02189316
02225996
02189326
02189342
02225996
02189424
02226066
02226101
02189471
02226129
Q2189650
02189707
02226135
02189711
02226220
02190261
02226855
02190270
02227146
02190397
02227153
02227460
02190767
02228122
02190969
02191018
02228299
02191382
02228833
02191429
02230100
02191511
02230116
02192256
02230255
02230271
02192416
02230292
02192542
02192668
02230292
02192668
02230838
02232432
02192726
02192746
02233928
02233928
02192764
02192799
02234194
02192803
02236010
02237567
02192804
02237567
02192848
02192871
02237568
02192928
02238915
02193147
02238921
02193254
02239196
02240977
02193480
02241718
02193492
02194028
02242160
02194422
02242276
02194489
02243183
02243189
02194496
02244454
02194868
02195061
02244712
02195430
02244772
02196182
02246490
02196182
02247052
02248119
02196884
02196931
02248525
02196931
02249193
02197248
02249203
02197334
02249543
02197334
02254571
02197357
02256088
02256473
02197365
02197370
02256474
02197479
02256669
02197486
02257902
02197509
02257902
02258148
02200821
02259387
02201941
02259651
02201941
02201943
02259983
02201943
02260063
02201963
02260069
02201963
02260749
02201982
02266856
02201985
02266868
02201989
'00044936
02202015
'01052184
02202027
'01053622
'02112878
02202048

Howard Student Starts Company, Records CD
I

By Tracey Austin
Contributing Writer
Student, promoter, producer, entrepreneur, "multiinstrumentalist" - all of these
titles may seem to describe a
variety of individuals engaged
in interesting activities, but
instead, they describe a variety of roles that one individual has made his career.
Omar Clennon, a.k.a.
"Super Fuzz", is a Howard
University senior architecture
honors student who, by the
· age of 22, has managed to
accomplish much.
His ·academic career is
branded by accomplishments
including a 3.9 grade point
average.
He is an award-winning
design student, and was
selected by Carnegie Mellon
to participate in a graduate
school internship.
He was also selected by
Howard University to visit
Germany and participate in
an urban design charette put
on by the world famous
Bauhaus.
But above all, Clennon is
the CEO and founder of Zero
Gravity (Zero G), a uworldwide entertainment conglomerate" with a Caribbean
theme that is seeking to create a brand new genre by
using vehicles such as music,
film, fashion and comedy.
His latest feat: he has just
r eleased
an
album
"Generation Z", which in the
first week sold 25 copies on
Howard University's campus
and is now available in the
Howard University Bookstore
a nd on
severa l other
Washington, D.C., area campuses.
The album is being supported by an innovative and
creative promo tion and
advertising strategy.
The strategy ent ails
attractive, eye catching flyers
highl ighting the Zero G name
in red on a blue background
and another "count-up" tactic
(as opposed to a countdown)
that will continuously update
the public on the progress of
the album's sales.
These flyers are deliberately posted at chosen locations on various Wash ington,
D.C., area un iversity campuses as the first target market
chosen
to
exper ience
"Generation Z" are coll ege
students.
Clennon has leveraged his
relationship with the local
Caribbean community and
Caribbean students to sell
and promote his album .
However, Zero G and the
album's "avant-ga rde" styles
are bound to become wellaccepted
and
popular
amongst people of all nationalities.
The foundat ion of the
"Generatio n Z" gen re is
Jamaican and reggae music.
Clennon, is a Jamaican
who received much of his
inspiration from r eggae
music.
In additi on t o his
Jamaican
inspiration,
Clennon also credits his
music's "cross-over appeal"
to · his international experience.
Clennon has Jived in
Canada where he adopted a
"skateboarding, rock music
listening, radical spir it".
Clennon's
Jamaican,
Canadian,
and
present
Howard University experi ences have allowed him to be
the in novator behind t his
brand new cultural experi ence that he wishes to share
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Omar Clennon, an awaard winning designer and archetecture major is the founder-and CEO of Zero Gravity entertainemnt.

with t he public so we all may
live by the concep_t of
"Generation Z", an ultimate
cultural and entertainment
experience.
"Zero Gravity is a new
way of thinking, an amalgamation of my experiences
representing something that
has never been done before,"
said Clennon.
He identifies VP Records
and Island Records as his
models for success and his
competitors.
However, he foresees
Zero G surpassing the accomplishments of these two very
successful r ecord labels.
Clennon began his career
in the music in dustry as a
local DJ in his neighborhood
in Jamaica at the tender age
of seven.
He began to build his
populari ty and recogni tion
thr oughout the years and
venture into other areas of
music such as piano/keyboard, and his • # 1" instru-
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ment, t he guitar.
Zero· G has been a vision
of Clennon's for many years
and he has been pr epa ring for
its launch since.
However , the
official launch of
Zero-G
occurred
just earli er this
summer (200 2).
Clennon com pares himself to
businessman and
Island
Record's
owner and founder,
Chris Blackwell (an
icon in the reggae
music industry) and
wishes t o accomplish
all
that
Blackwell
has
accomplished and
more.
Clennon also
gains his motivat ion from the likes
of Rock and Roll Hall of
Farner, Jimmy Hendricks,
who he says, is •"the greatest
guitarist that ever Jived," and

Eric Clapton, who he identi fies as, "the greatest presently
living guita rist."
Another near and dear

inspiration to Clennon, part icularly with regard to his
entrepreneurial aspira tions
and fondness for jazz music,
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is his fat her.
He says that it is, "secHis father was a jazz ondary-who you are, where
enthusiast, chemical engineer you're from and what you
and businessman who had look like-[because] Zero G is
many business interests a company that uni fies a lot
including the ownership of a of different cultu res and gengas station in J a maica.
res."
Clennon is looking to add
Clennon also says, "the
some talented individuals to most important thing in I
his management team who terms of artistry is finding
ar e skillful in the sa me areas your voice and being distincof entertainment that Zero G tive - who are you, why
includes in its bus iness should anyone listen t o you
model.
and what are you trying to
These individuals should say?"
be Jamaican, Caribbea n or
In one year , Clennon
fam iliar
and
fond
of plans to promote Zero G on a
Caribbean culture and enter- larger national scale while
tainment while being cre- running his record label
ative, versatile and willing t o steadily and progressively.
explore creative and innovaIn three years, Clennon
tive artistic forms.
plans on integrating the film
In terms of artists for his aspect of his business into
record label, Clennon feels Zero G with a movie completthat there is not one specific ed.
type of art ist that he looks
Long-term goals include
for. He just seeks talent but global expansion and becombelieves timing is an impor- ing the leaders in their field
tant element involved in in approximately ten years.
leveraging that talent.
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Lady Liberty: Who's.That Girl?
By Jennifer L. Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer
Anyone who attended the
fashion show remembers seeing her: the petite phenomenon
sporting a red hat and a smile
whose poetry skillfully and
effectively brought two grown
men, fighting for her attention,
crashing down to their knees, to
the pleasure of the audience.
However, Liberty is much more
than what originally meets the
e
y
e
Liberty is originally from
Atlanta and graduated from
Howard University in 2000.
During her period at the
Mecca, she put her plans of
pursuing her artistic talent on
hold in order to appease her
parents.
"My parents wanted me to
have a real job; they wanted me
· to go to. medical school," said
Liberty with a smile. "Needless
to say, it didn't happen."
In 1999, with only a year
left in college, she decided to
finish her training in biology
and chemistry, but she also
took various acting classes to
appease her creative urge within.
Liberty's latest book, New
Moon, is a collection of pieces
that dabble in topics such as
love and romance, politics,
existing while being young and
black and internal revolutions.
Liberty calls her Moon project

"her baby", as she put a lot of
time and energy into its creation.
While poetry is definitely a passion for Liberty, she is also
quick to ackno,~ledge the
unfair standards that poetry
mainly projects on female
poets.
"In this patriarchal society,
men don't have rules, but we as
women have -so many boxes
that we must fit into," said
Liberty: "I could write a poem
about screwing some guy, and
that would override all of the
other poetry I ever wrote. Let a
man write something like that,
and he'd get all of tlle praise
and none of tlle criticism."
· With that being said, it's is
easy to see how Liberty had to
battle a few of her own demons
in order to create tlle "Pimp
Harder" piece she presented at
tlle fashion show.
"I ac.tually wrote that piece
a day before the show,• said
Liberty. "I battled with my
image and not counter-affecting everything tllat I as Liberty
stand for by writing something
so extreme. Finally, I appeased
myself with this thought: some
people will like it, and some
people
won't."
A powerhouse of talent and
knowledge who confesses that
she "lives off of coffee and
music," Liberty is driven and
inspired to write by a variety of
things.

By Natalie Swain
Contributing Writer

Photo counesy of allaboutliberty.com
Liberty, a poet and Howard alumna, recently had a book
publlshed .

"Setbacks and pitfalls make
me work harder and cause me
to reevaluate my work and my
goals," said Liberty. "My life is
also an inspiration, as I haven't
lived an average life, and I honestly don't believe tllat creative
people lead average lives."
Liberty is as refreshingly creative as she is business-minded, and her entertainment company,
Femme
Fatale
Productions, is a direct result.
Liberty's "Fatale" is comprised of tllree divisions, which
are publishing, independent
film production, and a record

label.
Now in its second year,
New Moon was Femme Fatale's
first project, and a number of
attention-grabbing, note-worthy projects are to be seen in
the
near
future.
As candid as she is imaginative,
Liberty is an embodiment of
the all-too-rare individual that
follows her heart and truly
aspires to live life to its fullest.
With a promising poetic
career, and limitless creative
prowess, Liberty is destined to
become a successful individual
in all of her future endeavors.

Jene: The Heart of Soul
By Jennifer L.Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer
For those consumers who
are wary of allowing their
ears to listen to the fly-bynight singer that seemingly
appears from nowhere and
fades back into obscurity just
as quickly, fear not. Jene is
the artist of tlle moment that
will make listeners want to
hear more.
Jene, though a newcomer
t o the music scene, has a
voice that far belies her newness. A self-described "force
of nature," Jene is an artist
with sharp enough skills and
a well-honed talent that can
turn a simple song into a
smash hit. For evidence of
this, all one needs to do is
take a quick listen to Jene's
debut album, "Jene's Reign".

Stripe up Your
Fashion with
Zebra Child

Jene holds her own on
every song she sings, from
up-tempo songs to slow,
bluesy ballads. Also, Jene
makes tlle most of her voice
and her range, as her album
showcases
collaborations
from t op producers that
include Daron of 112, Chris
Henderson, Teddy Bishop,
and Full Force.
Through each and every
song, Jene's talent shines
through ... sometimes despite
herself.
"During
the
recording
process, I have to confess tllat
I'd have flashes of fear. It all
happened very quickly, and
there would be moments in
the day when I'd feel overwhelmed," said Jene. "But
then, I'd be in the studio with
headphones on and tlle music
would kick in. I would start to

sing, and all the fear would
wash
away.•
Jene, who was born in
Shreveport, La., began her
musical training as a member
in her church choir.
"I never took formal lessons in my life," said Jene. "I
just always sang from my
heart. I've been blessed in
that it comes naturally t o
me."
Jene began considering
pursuing a music career
shortly after her family
moved to Orlando, Fla. Jene
recalls watching a music program and watching Mariah
Carey sing "Hero•.
"I found my calling - my
focus," Jene said of the experience.
"Jene's Reign" is an album
full of creativity and experimentation, with wonderful

Photo courtesy of 2002 Motown
Records Inc.
Jene.

results. From Jene's party
anthem,
"Get
Into
Something", to her inspirational, soul-stirring ballad
"Believe in Love", Jene has
the voice and the drive to
become a staple in the music
scene for many years to come.

Are you getting tired of
the same old department
stores
like
Macys,
Nordstrom's, and Hecht's? Or
perhaps it is stores like
Neiman Marcus, Coach, and
Lord & Taylor tllat have you
spending more than you can
afford. •
If so, Zebra Child may be
the boutique for you. This
boutique sits on tlle comer of
Georgia Avenue and Missouri,
just minutes away from
Howard University. During
this first year of Zebra Child's
operation, the privately
owned boutique has sold from
$7,000- $10,000 dollars per
montll.
Jill Candi-Morefield, the
38-year-old owner of Zebra
Child, sells only the most
unique, custom made clothing
she can find. She handpicks
her gear from other shops,
boutiques,
and
private
designers located mostly in
New York and New Jersey.
When asked about what
shoppers are guaranteed to
find,
Candi-Morefield
answered, "Denim. In my
boutique there are tons of different styles of jeans. Here, in
D.C., they are hot commodities. I always make sure tllere
is a variety.•
Now, just because the
store is entitled Zebra Child,
do not think it only consists of
black and white striped cloth·
ing for children. When you
enter the store, tlle selection
is so vast you won't know
where to begin. There is
something here for every
occasion. Denim, tanks, tops,
dresses, and skirts are only a
few of the items that Zebra
Child has to offer.
At Zebra Child, the
emphasis on mainstream
clothing is dead. This boutique invites a place for shoppe.r s to become unique and
defined. The store gives them
the ability to choose from a
selection of excellence. Zebra
Child has something for
everyone, without having to

spend a lot of cash. The average price of denim, tanks, and
tops range from $35-$85. The
prices here are decent. The
quality, as well, reiterates the
value of the dollar one may
spend at this boutique.
Though mainly younger
adults are caught up in tlle
fashion world, an ample
amount of middle-aged
women are more tllan satisfied with tlle options they
have to choose from at Zebra
Child.
For those of you who are
ready to stop everything
you're doing to check out th.is
new boutique, feel free. Zebra
Child's hours of operat ions
are Monday-Friday, 10 a.m.-8
p.m., Saturday 9 a.m-5 p.m.
and are closed on Sundays.
What inspired CandiMorefield to open tllis upand-coming, black-owned
business was her love for
fashion. This young entrepreneur enjoys providing clothing for customers that look
and feel great in tllem. Those
factors make the existence of
Zebra Child even more worth
her while,
Jacwana Leatherman, a
junior broadcast journalism
major, is a regular shopper at
Zebra Child.
"It keeps me in style, and
at the same time it keeps me
clothed in my own method of
dress,• said Leatherman.
"Some people believe that you
must have a DKNY or Gucci
logo to be styling and profiling. I believe in originality
and individuality- at Zebra
Child you are guaranteed to
find just that.•
Candi-Moref i eld
expressed that tlle opening of
her boutique is the best decision she could have ever
made. She not only loves what
she does, she loves her products-and why wouldn't she-they are handpicked. For
those of you who are interested in developing an unforgettable clothing scheme for your
motlier, sister, or friend this
Christmas, Zebra Child is the
hook-up for you.

Drumline: Halftime is·Game Time
By Rhasheema Sweeting
Hilltop Staff Writer
Although the marching
bands at historically black
colleges are popular among
fans across the country, no
filmmaker has ever made a
movie about them, until now.
"Drumline" places the spotlight on the excitement of the
historically black college
marching band experience.
The previously unexposed
joys of the classic marching
band ensembles are represented precisely and brilliantly in this accurate portrayal.
The movie is appropriat ely set in Atlanta, a notably
intense core in the marching
band grooves of the south.
"Drumline" follows the life of
Devon Miles (Nick Cannon)
as he is recruited by Atlanta
A&T's marching band with a
full scholarship.
Harlem native Devon
Miles is an arrogant,
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wannabe thug who also happens to be an extraordinary
drummer, det ermined to outperform all members of the
band. Despite his freshman
'crab status,' he snags top
rank in the band, thus securing his performance in each
game.
While the audience and
the university president are
pleased, the band director,
Dr. Aaron Lee (Orlando
Jones) and the bitterly jealous senior drum major, Sean
(Leonard Roberts) are disgusted with his att empts tq
show off in front of the
crowd.
In retaliation , Sean
exposes Devon's inability to
read music, one of the
requir ements for all band
members, thus subjecting
him to take a superfluous
course: an insipid music theory class.
Additionally,
Devon's
showboating tendency is
exposed at the beginning of

the movie as he butts into
Sean's solo, insultingly t urning it into a duo, in an overt
attempt to take over, in front
of a massive audience.
Devon must learn that
the crowd does not only hear
his drum but they hear the
drums of the entire line.
However, after this close
encounter with what could
have been an egregious
catastrophe, Devon has obviously not learned his lesson.
During a local one-on-one
band competition, he sharply
steps ou~ of line, causing a
debacle. As a result of his
repeated offenses and insubordinate mind-set, he is cut
from the band.
Devon's poor attitude
and unsportsmanlike conduct are the primary causes
of his tribulations with the
band. Accordingly, he must
understand and accept one
important axiom: He must
learn how to follow before he
can lead.

As the Atlant a A&T band
prepares for the most anticipat ed competition of the
year, the Big Classic, they
must compete without their
best band member. The outcome of the battle of the
bands is the climax of the
movie.
With plenty of quality
musical influences from both
the past and the present, a
touch of soul, jazz and hiphop, fused with captivating
dance moves, the marching
band is depicted in this
movie as a thoroughly enjoyable and integral ingredient
to black college life.
As the most anticipated
performance at a typical
black college football game,
many consider halftime
game t ime. This movie forcefully thrusts the audience
amidst the stands of the typical black college football stadium, successfuJly exposing
neophytes and seasoned veterans alike to the passionate
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Photo courtesy of drumlineevents.com
Drumllne, a new movie, depicts the llves of members of a
black collge band.

empire of the black college
marching band.

Overall, "Drumline" is a
must-see movie.
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BISON BRIEFS
'

M~AC FOQTl}ALL
Howard
7
Delaware St.
14
BCC

37
10

FAMU

S. Carolina St.
NCA&T

26

9

Norfolk State
Morris Brown

32

Hampton
Morgan State

42
52

19

MEAC STANDINGS
I. Bethune-Cookman
(7-1, 11-1)
2. Florida A&M
(5-3, 7-5)

3. Morgan State
(5-3, 7-5)
4. Hampton
(5-3, 7-5)
5. South Carolina State
(4-4, 7-5)
6. Howard
(4-4, 6-5)
7. Norfolk State
(2-6. 5-6)
8. Del. State
(2-6. 4-8)
9. N. Carolina A&T
(2-6. 4-8)

'Roller Coaster' Screeches to Halt
Bison Feel Loss of Cla fk, Passing Game
By Soraya N. McDonald
Hilltop Staff Writer
Saturday's 14-7 home loss
before a crowd of 3,241 to the
Delaware State football team
was a surprise for many, who
predicted'an easy win over the
last-place Hornets judging from
their record of 3-8 overall and 16 in MEAC.
However, the game proved
to be more difficult than Ray
Petty's Bison had fathomed,
especially with starting senior
quarterback Donald Clark sidelined due to an injured MCL.
"This season has been like a
roller coaster for us, we've really had some ups and downs"
Petty said. "To start the season
off beating a big team like Texas
Southern, then getting beat real
bad by Hampton and Maine,
and beating powerhouse teams

like FAMU, A&T, and South
Carolina State and then losing
to teams like Morgan and Del
State."
On Howard's first possession, back-up sophomore quarterback Marcos Moreno threw
an interception to Delaware
senior defensive back Stephen
Brown on the first play of the
game. The play was later ruled
a fumble, recovered by the
Bison.
The mistake characterized
the rest of the game for the
Bison and for Moreno, who
completed just eight out of 18
passes for 60 yards. The misfortune left spectators wishing
for Clark, who led the MEAC in
passing yards until he injured
his ribs in Howard's October 26
win over North Carolina A&T.
After a scoreless first quarter, the Hornets came out and

*Bethune-Cookman
plays Georgia Southern
In the first r ound of the
1-AA playoffs this
Saturday in Statesboro,
GA.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Howard
t. Francis (PA)

68
70

45.
96

Photo by Lawrence Johnson
Junior running back Jay Colbert scrambles on one of his 19
carries for 67 yards Saturday. Colbert's performance gave him
1,001 rushing yards on the season, the first Bison.back to do
so since Fred KIiiings In 1988.

scored a touchdown early in the
second with a 17-yard pass from
sophomore
quarterback
Andrew Blackston to sophomore running back Rashod
Coleman.
The touchdown
capped a seven-play, 27-yard
drive for Delaware.
The Hornet's first point
after attempt would have made
the score 7-0, yet an egregious
mistake by a Hornet lineman,
who streaked in from the sideline to lay out corner Serge
Sejour, voided the kick because
of the illegal motion.
Delaware's second and final
score of the game came late in
the third quarter, when
Blackston threw a pass to
·Thomas Bolden for the touchdown, followed by a successful
pass to tight end Bridge Burditt
for the two-point conversion.
The Hornets win came via their
running game, according to
head coach Ben Blacknall.
"If we're going to have a
chance to win, we have to run.
We want to throw it better, but
that's going to take a little time,"
Blacknall said.
Junior redshirt William
Ross proved to be instrumental
to Delaware's running game,
leading his team with 83 rushing yards. Ross, a DC native,
partially attributed hls enthusiasm to the fact that 27 family
members in attendance to see
him play. Blacknall noticed the
difference in Ross' game as well
Photo by Lawrence Johnson
when he plays in or around the
Senior
All-American
linebacker
Tracy
White reeled In an
D.C. area.
Interception,
but
found
himself
on
t
he
short end of the
"I just love coming home;
Bison's
loss
In
his
last
collegiate
start.
Ross said in agreement. "It just
pointed.
quarter, the Bison defense held
feels good."
" It was a bittersweet the Hornets' offense to only 14
The running back also had
a personal rivalry to settle with achievement [because] I want- points, compared to the nearly
his sister, who is a sophomore ed to send the seniors out with a 50 per game Delaware averaged
at Howard. "I told her we were win .. .! would have much rather in the two teams' past three
had the win," Colbert said.
meetings.
going to win," Ross said.
The
Bison's
only
score
of
Though the Bison took a
The Hornets' defense
the
game
came
with
4:46
left
in
loss
Saturday, the team finished
proved its effectiveness in shutting down Howard's running the fourth quarter when the the season with a winning
game in the absence of a pass- offense finally found a rhythm. record of 6-5, a marked
wide-out
Kevin improvement over seasons past.
ing attack to open up the field. Senior
Junior running back Jay Simmonds caught the last The last year the football team
Colbert, who leads the Bison in touchdown of his college career, had a winning season was 1998.
When asked what was ne.xt
rushing yards, rushed for 67 a three-yard pass from Moreno.
Led
by
All-American
linefor
the Bison, Petty replied,
yards in Saturday's game, only
backer
Tracy
White
and
free
"official
recruiti ng starts tomorone more than he needed for to
reach the1000-yard mark to safety Vontrae Long, who row [Stmday] night. We'll be on
recorded five solos and two tJ1e road; we've got 22 seniors
end the season.
Despite the accomplish- assists before being ejected we've got to replace."
ment, Colbert still felt disap- from the game in the third

Bison Fall to St.Francis 70-68
By Aisha Chaney
Sports Editor
Erick Wills scored 18
points, including three clutch
free throws in the final 17 seconds, to seal St.' Francis' 7068 victory over the men's basketball team Friday night in a
non-conference match-up in
Loretto, Penn.
The loss marks the first of
the season for Howard (0-1),
while the Red Flash start their
season off 1-0 and tie the
overall series with the Bison
at 1-1.
Led by senior Kyle
Williams' 14 first half points,
the Bison were able to maintain a slight 27-26 advantage
at the half, despite being outhustled and giving up points
off second shot opportunities.
Forward Mario Grove
added five first half points
and created problems for the
Red Flash forwards in the
paint, blocking three shots.
But the relentless Red
Flash came out of the locker
room full of intensity that
stayed with them the entire
second ha lf. They quickly
went on a 5-0 run to start the
half before Williams sank a
three-pointer at around the 18
minute mark to bring the
Bison within one, 31-30.
After a quiet first half
senior Ron Williamson found
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his touch and hit 17 of his 19
points in the second half,
mcluding three, three-pointers, to keep the Bison close,
but they never led by more
than one due to the stellar
play of Wills and freshman
Darshan Luckey.
Tied at 53 with 5:58
remaining, St. Francis went
on a 9-2 run over the next two
minutes and the Bison were
never able to catch-up.
Williamson drilled a three
with 34 seconds left to play
that cut the deficit to one, but
Wills' free throws put the
game out of reach for the
Bison.
"I'm really proud of these
guysh" said St. Francis head
coac Bobby Jones. "They
found a way to finish the game
down the stretch and get a two
point victory against a very,
very ~ood Howard basketball
team.
Luckey led all scorers with
27 points on nine of 22 shooting, including four of six from
the foul line, in his collegiate
debut.
"Darshan Luckey is a budding star; he made some bi§
baskets down the s tretch,
said Bison head coach Frankie
Allen about the Baltimore
native. "They played really
well and they made big plays
when they had to."
St. Francis finished the

,

game shooting 73 percent
from the free throw lme (1723 FT) while the Bison shot a
lackluster 50 percent, making
only five out of 10. Allen
admits that was a difference
in the game.
"We had our opportunities. I think we can play better, we just gave up too many
second chance points and we
especially need t o work on
free throws; Allen said. "This
is a game we can hopefully
learn from."
Williams finished the
game with a team-high 21
points (8-15 FG, 3-3 FT) and
seven rebounds for the Bison.
He says the difference
between this game and last
year's game was that St.
Francis played a lot tougher.
"They came out ana took
the fight to us earli on
defense," Williams said. They
were a tough team, a Jot
tougher than they were last
year. But they played good; I
have to tip my hat to tliem."
Junior Seye Aluko had a
solid performance for the
Bison as well, scoring 11
points (5-9 FG) and three
rebounds and center Qadir
Habeeb added six points and
eight rebounds.
The Bison will travel to
Radford, VA tonight to play
Radford University. Tip-off is
scheduled for 7:00 p.m.

The Hilltop

t&JL&tramurals Corner
The Silent Assassins, an
I ntramural Flag Football
team at Howard, were
crowned champions of the
MSOA Regional Flag
Football Tournament at the
University ofMaryland
Sunday. The team posted
decisive wins over Galludet
and Monmouth Universities
over the weekend. They will
go on to compete in
ational's in New Orleans
on December 27.
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Colonials Trounce Lady Bison, 96-45
•

By Chauna Bryant
Hilltop Staff Writer
Friday night the Lady Bison
took on the George Washington
Lady Colonials at George
Washington for both teams'
first pre-season game. The Lady
Colonials breezed past the Lady
Bison in a 96-45 blow out.
The Lady Colo_nials got off
to an early lead going on a 13-

point run in the first five minutes of the game during which
the Lady Bison turned over the
ball four times. The Lady
Colonials shifted into cruise
control and led by-20 points at
the half.
111e Lady Bison held the
Lady Colonials to a 20-point
lead for much of the game, until
the last seven minutes of the
game when ·cw kicked it into

Photo by Mark Coleman
Sophomore point guard Dalsha Hicks looks to avoid the
trap against the Lady Colonials' suffocating defense.

I

high gear and finished the game
with a 51-point lead
Lady Colonial Head Coach
Joe McKeown said the score
was not indicative of the level of
competition in the game.
"Howard is better than they
played tonight, and when it is all
said and done I think they will
have a solid year; McKeown
said.
Junior 6-4 All-American
powerhouse Ugo Oba dominated, scoring a game-high 25
points mostly coming by way of
10 to 15 foot jumpers. Oba also
snatched 17 rebounds.
"I just thought she was phenomenal because she recognized that she didn't have to be
stopped at all,• Parson said.
"The superior post player had
her way tonight."
Oba says she just tried to do.
her best, and that her teammates played a major role in her
success.
"I just wanted to go out
there and do the things I do;
rebound, block shots and score.
My teammates also did a great
job at getting me the ball," Oba
said.
The Lady Colonials outrebounded Howard 61 to 36 and
the Lady Bison only shot 16 for
73 from the field.
According to Parson, siz.e
and speed played a big factor in
the win. The Lady Bison starters
stack up at an av~ge 5'8" while
the Lady Colonials' average is
6'o".
"f think you are definitely at

a disadvantage when your team
is already half the size of the
opponent," Parson said
Four-time Atlantic 10
Coach of the Year McKeown,
set a new conference record
Friday. The win over Howard
gives McKeown 294 career victories at George Washington,
making him the Atlantic 10's
winningest coach in conference
history. The Lady Colonials also
set a school record for the
biggest margin of victory in a
game.
Parson does not feel the
team has reached its full potential and will be much better by
the end of the season.
"I'm not discouraged
because I know we aren't fully
ready yet. We are young in the
post. We have some post players
that are injured right now,"
Parson said.
Included among the MASH
unit are senior guard Danielle
Shelton, who has just begun
playing after suffering from a
broken hand, and junior guard
Ayana Ball, who is still in rehab
from a knee injury that occurred
early last season. Six-four freshman Tracy Shuggs is also out,
after recently undergoing
arthroscopic surgery.
Senior guard Asia Petty and
junior guard Laura Askew led
Bison scoring with u points
each.
The Lady Bison will play the
Villanova Wildcats in Villanova,
PA tonight at 7:30 p.m.

Photo by Mark Coleman
Forward Shauna Ruglass attempts a shot over George
Washington's Ugo Oha In Friday's game.

Badminton at Howard:
What All the Racket is About
By Melanie M. Clarke
Contributing Writer
Anybody who thinks "we"
don} play badminton js
wrong. Very wrong. With an
intensity and focus to rival
Tiger Woods, the Howard
University badminton team
steps onto the court with their
A-game every time.
As a matter of fact, quiet
as it's kept, the badminton
team is number one in collegiate nationals and boasts two
No. 1 players (Amy Nguy and
Ademola
Ogunseye) as well as two
champion doubles teams
(women's and mixed). The
team has played and won at
places such as William and
Mary, Duke, and Princeton.
Howard University puts
the "bad" in badminton.
Coach Joyce
Barker
wouldn't accept anything less
than the best from her team.
Barker is not just a coach with
a bucket full of shuttlecocks
and nets, she is Dr. Barker,
recipient of three medals in
the Senior Olympics and the
sole owner of the gold medal
for women's singles in badminton in the nation. When
people come to watch and
compliment ori her team, she
says, "now tJ1at's what I've
been saying."
On
Monday
and
Wednesday evenings, Barker
enters the basement gym of
Burr, which is inevitably occupied with the intramural basketball team, t o set up for
practice.
She tells them it's time to
clear out, and though they
don't necessarily understand
her game, they respect her
request and head to the other
end of the gym without hesitation.
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Practice is smaller than
usual this week because most
of her team is busy studying
for finals. Barker realizes the
importance of study time
because most of her students
are here at Howard because of
academic, not athletic, scholarships.
"They are making a contribution to the University,"
Barker said.
Badminton maybe a popular sport worldwide, but here
at Howard, it's an intramural
sport and therefore does not
have the benefit of a budget for
scholarships, recruiting, or
uniforms.
The team pulls together in
the crunch, though, with players even surfing the Internet
for the best travel deals to get
the team where they have to
go.
"Everybody in the club
can't be the absolute cat's
meow," she says of the team
members helping out to get
the job done. The price for getting travel prices low...is big."
But a small budget doesn't
stop the team from winning, it
only selects where and when
they can compete. Last spring,
the team turned down an invitation from Queen Mother
Seniane B. Molotlegi of the
Royal
Bat okeng
Administration to compete in
SoutJ1 Africa because the funds
for travel were not available.
Barker refuses to accept
defeat however.
"We are not cancelled, we
are postponed until the time
gets better," Barker said.
Barker has found not only
American players, but players
from the West Indies, Jamaica
and Nigeria. She has created a
team by lobbying for scholar•
ships based on their academic
achievements. She travels to

Alonzo Mourning

the Administration Building
and will continue to, as long as
her players continue to bring
her something to work with.
Barker advises badminton
players, "If you're very bright
and you want to grow with
your sport...come to Howard."
Amy Nguy, the women's
singles champion, is a pre-med
student with a 3. 7 GPA. Arthur
Alexander, a men's doubles
competitor and engineering
major, boasts a 3.9 GPA.
Shackera Cupidon, a
Business major, maintains two
jobs while playing badminton.
She's also the female half of
the mixed doubles championship team. Her partner,
Ademola Ogunseye, now a
Howard alumnus, was the
men's singles cllampion this
spring. He continues to practice with the team and competes in open tournaments.
"I am so blessed to be in
touch and touch the lives of
these individuals," Barker
said.
Barker has been the coach
of the club since its inception
in 1979. She has enjoyed the
changes and success the club
has had since then.
In fact, Howard will host
the No. 1 ranked badminton
tournament in the country this
spring. It will offer $10,000 in
prize money, donated by
Andre Stevenswartz, a founding member of the Howard
badminton team.
The tournament, though
not sponsored by the United
States Badminton Association,
will host ten courts in play
with full participation from
teams
nationwide.
Stevenswartz, now an architect, told Barker he offered the
sponsorship, so tJ1at "we can
get the notoriety and the
growth."

High blood pressure and diabetes can
damage your kidneys without any warning.
In fact, 20 million Americans have kidney
disease. Twenty million more are at risk and
many of them don't even know it.
African-Americans are especially at risk.
Find out if your kidneys are working properly.
Get a blood pressure check and simple
urine and blood tests. It just mi2ht save
your life.
Remember, when it comes to preventing
kidney disease, waiting until the last second
never wins. If you haven't had acheck-up
lately, it's time to ask your doctor to check
out your kidneys.
~ National

Kidney

~ Foundation•
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NAACP Helps Black
Farmers
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Too Little Turkey Time
Finally, it's that time of days to be exact, and really off across the board In other
year again - the time to get three considering traveling words, it should be written in
together with family and time. They opt to stay here or on the University calendar. It
friends and visit home for the go with a friend who lives happens every year - stuHolidays. While students nearer. It's unfortunate that dents who want to be with
have their sights (and stom- so many are unable to be with their family for the holiday are
achs) set on turkey, ham, can- their families on a day when packed and gpne on Monday
died yams, macaroni and we reflect on the importance or 1\1esday in preparation for
cheese, stuffing, and all the of just that - family. But with Thursday.
festivities that
So why do we
go along with - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -only get two days off
the feast, the
for Thanksgiving?
spirit of the
Unlike many schools,
Our View:
season
is
Howard gets all the
dampened by
"little" holidays off,
Thanksgiving Break should
the knowledge
such as Columbus
that this won't
Day, in accordance
be longer than just two days.
last long. After
with other schools in
all, we have to
the District. However,
attend classes _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
when weighing the
up until the
cost, it seems that it
actual day of 1banksgiving, only two days of no classes, would be more beneficial to
and come right back after- there is virtually no other the student body as a whole to
wards.
choice. Or is there?
have a longer Thanksgiving
Many students whose·
Frankly,
students break After all, a mini-vacahomes are no where near the have tended to take the week tion is much needed before
DC Metropolitan area have to ofThanksgiving off regardless the final exams we will all
amend their Thanksgiving of the fact that classes are still encounter immediately after
plans to visit home because of being held. Some teachers the holiday. It's time the
the short break They see it as cancel class, but others do University made an extended
a waste to go home for that not.
The
week
of Thanksgiving break official.
minute period of time - four Thanksgiving should be given

Recently, the NAACP with Cuba because of Castro of farmers nationwide. In
made a billion
recent
years
dollar deal with
there has been
Cuba to receive
mass
protest
exported goods
O1!,r View:
from black farmfrom black farmers not being
We are glad that the NAACP
ers. Despite the
supported by the
fact that the
major industries.
United States has stepped up to help black farmers. With this new
not been having
contract
with
trade relations
Cuba comes the
with Cuba, the
promise of profNAACP decided
itable game for
to step in and use
Black farmers.
Cuba as a means to help the and communism. However,
Though people tooblack producers that have one of America's most profit- often criticize the NAACP as
been continually unsupport- yielding trading partnerships being "no longer necessary"
ed in this country throughout is China, the world's largest it is instances like this that
history.
Communist country ever. truly show how helpful the
Many people will speak Thus, there is no reason not organization is. America
against the NAACP for initi- to re-open trade with Cuba.
should be happy that the
ating trade between Cuba
The fact of the matter is, NAACP is, doing its job and the United states the U.S. has a habit of not helping to advance our race
because of the tense relation- supporting black farmers' by opening lucrative trade
ship between the two. But let industries, or any minority relations between Cuba and
us ponder this issue for a farmers for that matter, black farmers. They should
moment. The U.S. initially despite the fact that they be commended or that - not
stopped commercial trade make up a large percentage criticized.
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Be Smart: Protect Yourself
In light of the frighten- STD's and unwanted preg- these things in our own
ing statistics concerning nancies so staggering? We academic
environment,
sexually transmitted dis- have the opportunity to be what is our excuse? The fact
eases on Howard's campus, exposed to safe sex educa- is, there is no excuse. There
it is commendable that sev- tion on a daily basis here at is no reason for informed
eral campus organizations Howard. Pamphlets and individuals to behave as if
have recently stepped up to condoms are even made we were ignorant to the
host safe sex forums. The available at the Health facts about safe sex.
Campus Pals and the Center and Women's Clinic.
As the saying goes,
Physical
Education
Many
people you can bring a horse to
Department
water, but you
both put on
can't make it
safe
sex
drink. Various
awareness
Our View:
organizations
programs this
have done an
As
educated
Black
people,
there
month. Also,
outstanding job
UGSA's mysof trying to eduis no excuse for us to not be
teriously titled
cate the student
"
S
0
practicing
safe
sex.
body on an issue
>
Coo tagious"
that bits uncomevent during
fortably close to
UGSA week
home. However,
drew a large crowd to learn become infected with sexu- it is up to each individual to
more about protecting ally transmitted diseases put this education into
one's self from the diseases due to a lack of knowledge. practice. In 2002, it is no
that run rampart on They are uninformed about secret that AIDS is alive
Howard University's cam- the different diseases, the and well, as are the many
pus.
different ways to contact other viruses that can be
So, the question is, them, and methods that contracted through unproif the information is com- can be used to prevent tected sex. It is no one's
pletely within our reach, them. So as young people responsibility but our own
why are the number of who are made aware about to protect ourselves.
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Seeing for
Myself

Lauren Bayne Anderson
Wednesday, 11 people
d ied in a suicide bus bombing
in Jerusalem, Israel. The
bombing was the third major
attack
on
Israel
by
Palestinian militants in less
than two weeks.
Now, officials are warning that the Palestinians may
accelerate the pace of their
attacks as the country
approaches elections in
January.
These events are normal
occurrences for Israelis and
Palestinians. They are not
normal for us- they shake
our beliefs in day-to-day safety and scare us to the core.
But on December. 28, I
will get a taste of what we
read and hear about in the
news everyday. On December
28, I will be t raveling to
Israel.
The program I'll be traveling with is for the Editors of
college student newspapers.
During the course of the 10day trip, most of our time will
be spent in Tel Aviv and
Jerusalem.
We'll meet with top
Israeli and Palestinian
political and military leaders, journalists stationed in
the . Middle East, attend
press briefings, visit historical and religious sites and
overall, learn about the conflict in the Middle East,
through the eyes of those
who live it everyday.
Roughly
10
other
Editors will be going on the
trip, including the Editors
of the American · Univers ity
and the Duke University
student newspapers.
The last Editors from
The Hilltop chosen to go on
the trip, which takes place
annually, were Natalie
Moore,
Editor-in-Chief
1997-1998 and Steven Gray,
Editor-in-Chief 1998-1999.
I am proud to represent
lioward University on this
trip and re-emphasize the
idea that we are concerned
with the hap.penings of the
global community and are
willing to do whatever it
takes to tell the stories of
the world.
Some have expressed
concern about my trip. My
favorite journalism professor, the same one who
encouraged me to go to the
Pentagon immediately after
it was hit , is worried. Even
my mother, who is Jewish
and has family in Israel,
doesn't want me to go.
No, I am not the crazy,
daredevil type, but I am a
journalist.
As journalists it's our
job to travel, to be fair, t o
t ry to see things from every
point of view. It's our job to
go to places others don't
want to go- and bring back
stories and pictures to tell
the rest of the world.
If we d idn't do this,
what good would we be to
you- the American public?

Lauren Bayne Anderson
is a junior print journalism
major and the Editor-inChief of The Hilltop. Letters
to the Editor can be sent
electronically at www.thehilltoponline.com.
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Hair and Self Hatred: To Be Natural or Not?
Naeesa S.Aziz and Moyin
M.Ayinbiola
Recently I overheard a dis,turbing conversation between a
few young ladies in my dorm.
Aside from the usual gossip
about rude roommates and
cafeteria-induced food poisoning, they were talking about
how much they hated themselves and people like them. If
this statement sounds in the
least bit strange then the actual
content of the conversation
should give you the same jolt,
however unfortunately, I don't
think it will.
While speaking about hair,
a common topic for women,
the ladies used words such as:
d irty, nasty and ugly to
describe
"natural"
hair.
Webster's defines natural as
'innate, lifelike, to be eXpected'.
However, one of the young
ladies commented, "If I didn't
come out my mama with
dreadlocks, then it ain't natural."
Now, I will agree that per•
haps the "style" commonly
referred to as dreadlocks is not
natural or innate because neither is any hairstyle. However,
when one calls dreadlocks
"natural", they are referring to
the texture of the hair and not
the style. I'm sure the young
lady is aware of this distinction, but upon reading this
she'll probably respond with
one of the comments she used
that day: "I don't care what
nobody says, that's not natural.• Also, I made this distinction with the hopes of giving
her comment some kind of
intellect and credibility, no
matter how small, because any
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type of hair, if left to its own
devices (meaning not combed
or touched) will eventually
form locks.
Many sisters will agree
(natural or processed) that
there is nothing wrong with
relaxed hair• it is a preference.
The part I can't seem to understand is why some black
women are in constant denial
about who they really are. I'm
not asking for anyone to throw
away their relaxers, I'm asking
you to open your minds. If you
don't want to relax your hair,
fine, but don't call me dirty
because you call on the assistance of Dark & Lovely ( or
whomever) to style your hair.
I've seen many unkempt

weaves and braids that haven't
seen water in about 6-7
months, but no one dares to
call that dirty. I know for a fact
that I wash my hair twice as
much as the average sister with
a relaxer, but I don't give oth•
ers the ridiculous excuse that
my hair is natural because
relaxers are "dirty". Which
brings me to another point;
why do some sisters give excuses about why they must have a
relaxer? Are you guilty? Most
relaxed women would answer
no.
If you aren't guilty, then
stop acting like you're at a bar
after an AA meeting when you
run into someone with natural
hail'. Whether you claim it's

because you "don't have the
right face for it" or that your
hair is "just too nappy," your
explanations are not necessary.
But maybe I'm getting it
wrong. Are you feeling guilty,
trying to make conversation, or
just trying to hold your tongue
so you won't tell me my hair is
nasty?
When James Brown
first patented the phrase "I'm
black and I'm proud" it became
the theme song for a rebirth in
African American culture. We
no longer thought of natural
hair as a reminder of our true
selves, but instead it stood for
empowerment. So what makes
this natural hair movement a
"fad?" I resent that and every-

one reading this should slightly
cringe at the thought of a social
movement being thought of as
a fad.
Natural hair is a stepping
stone into finding your true
self. If a sister or brother wants
to hop out of their mouth and
truly say white culture has had
no bearing on how they view
themselves and other sisters
and brothers, they are walking
around with blindfolds on.
When a sister decides to cut
her permed. hair off, it's like she
had taken her blindfolds off.
She then looks at herself and
finally begins to see herself for
who she really is. It is empowering and it says to the world:
I'm black and I'm proud.

This One is for the Couples:
To Hold or Not To Hold?
Tiffany Turner

to show the public their most
personal thoughts and feelRelationships.
Many ings about one another
people are in them, but who through the joining of hands?
is bold enough to admit it?
Many students choose
Many couples opt not to not to show love to their girl
inform others whether they or guy because of the ever
are single or not. But for t he over populated "I don't have
many t hat do acknowledge no business of my own so I'm
having a significant other, going to be all up in yours"
why is it that the affection class. Students stress that
that they share behind closed when it comes to their perdoors does not shine through sonal Jives, it is kept deep
in public?
inside and safely guarded by
To hold or not to hold lock and key. Outside influhands on the yard, that is the ences have the potential to
question. Many people feel interfere with an otherwise
that this way of displaying good relat ionship, so instead
affection does not justify the of having to deal with others
depth of one's relationship. opinions and j udgments, they
But why does he or she have are just never told.

While observing the
scene, I heard one girl
replied, "Yes, I am involved
in a relationship, a commit•
ted relationship and I have
encountered
haters.
Whenever I am seen with
another man or he is seen
with another woman people
take it upon themselves to try
to tell us about our relationship. If we could just all
mind our own business,
things would work out fine. I
don't hold his hand in public
and don't ask to. He is able
to tell how I feel about him by
the way I smile when he looks
in my eyes".
Although people see others business as their own and

use and abuse their broad- displays of affection in order
casting skills by telling others to show their Jove. But a guy
someone else's useless infor- or girl who d oes not trust his
mation, remember a wise or her mate may see this way
woman once said, "What of showing affection as a way
someone else says about you to inform others through
is none of your business".
non-verbal communication
Some may say that that • Jack" or "Jill" is taken.
holding hands ;s a juvenile But don't assume that the
way of showing affection. A only students that show love
guy who also participated in are the ones who have deeply
the conversation replied, rooted problems within their
"Little kids hold hands. Let's relationships. There have:
not forget what we do behind been rare instances where it
closed doors by trying to d is- has been re po rted that ther e
guise it with the innocence of have been sightings of the
holding hands in public."
almost extinct students-holdCouples who practice ing-hands species on the
monogamy and are in rela- yard. But after that gesture is
tionships built on trust may seen as being taboo, what is
not have to resort to public the new alt ernative?

Playing -t he Field at Howard University
K.E. Riley
Relationships between
males and females on this
campus are such an enigma.
We all discuss it with our
friends, always asking each
other why the opposite sex
isn't acting right and why is it
so difficult t o be in a relationship here. Howard is plagued
with bewilderment and as
often as we talk about it,
nothing ever changes.
I remember back in my
freshman days at the Annex,
talki ng to my girls about
guys, wondering when they
were going to start behaving
like the men I knew they
could be; we came to the conclusion that around our junior year they would start acting right, you know what I

mean, settling down and not
trying to be in every females
bed every other night.
Sufficed to say, this hypothesis was incorrect.
As I have come to realize,
a majority of the men on this
campus aren't trying to commit to any one woman and
that's all good as Jong as all
you ladies who are trying to
find a man to commit to
understand that t hat is the
case. As I have learned from
a male friend, there is "just
too much temptation on this
campus". And as uncanny as
that sounds, that really is the
truth. Look at that freak-y
male-female ratio. It is stating the truth and as frustrating as that is, I, like so many
other women on this campus,
have to deal with that.

There are other options
outside of Howard men, just
take a trip to the museum or
go visit another campus. The
point is to not allow some of
these triflin' guys to stain
your percept ion of what a
good man is. In all honesty,
Howard does have them, far ·
and few, but they are here,
willing to console you when
you've had a bad day or just
chill and watch cartoons
when you're feeling bored.
And that is the sad part - that
these rare guys also get
caught up in the myth of the
"Howard dog." . But if you
aren't trying to troop too far
for a new companion, then be
patient and wait for one of
those truly nice men to come
holla at you.
As for you other men, just

The Hilltop

be honest and let us know so quit trippin'). Because
.
'
what you want; if you just once you graduate, do you
want to hit, say so but don't really think you will be in an
leave women with the impres- environment like Howard,
sion that they are the only where you can find a plethora
ones you are messing with. of Black people, as rich and
Let us know from jump what diverse as you are?
you are about.~
I mean, most of the
But for you disreputable women here aren't looking
men, continue your leap frog for their husbands but being
from one bed to the next, but in a committed r elationship is
remember that you won't be something everyone should
here forever. That basically strive for. Not only because
means that you will never in it's emotionally healthy, but
your life be surrounded by it's also safe; don't forget the
strong,
beautiful
black nonsensical STD rate on this
women that were willing to campus and city. So, t o my
work with you when you had sist as, don't become jaded by
nothing t o begin with. If this some of these wrong men and
isn't the most opportune time to my fellas, continue to do
for ya'll to find someone you you and be safe.
can trust and not go after
what you got (because ya'll
don't have much now like us
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are due, paid in full, the
. Tuesday and Friday before
Personals
For Sale
publication date. Announce"!AA II A1l'crlwill l£1~l' lllm<il•
, ,· .me!1ts_by:
.
<cPlr,lllD~ 1.0ID $>l)IDID1l <l>nill
fi~
campus.organizations for
~ D:o-.-0'14!> il'.oo- .n l£fflll!IQ o[Pfisl'
meetings, seminars or
s~a~IDa a:n:
nonp,r9.flt are charged $5 for
lliD1ll<rl<ilw~ I!lo-m:ilo
!KdiD:ey 'll'lrl~l
BOWARD DELI
tbe,fi11st 20 words and $ 1 (or
"fslll'ill
IDo-m<ilo
Shortie Special
.every addit.ional fiye words.
lEllllaD!l:D
lbn3l'
&
!In:O!Nl
$3.95
Individuals advertising for ·
Sandwich Specials
' the purpose of announcing a. i!(&Dl> S'.b(!)l'llD DID AIY<!:DD.it, mY
Only $ 4.65
· s·ervice, buying or selling are
'W&111bfi1D~•D:n, ID.<C. 2IIJ'DI.Oll
9" Roll Sub Specials
· charged as 'local companies
'llM1l[Plht>ID1l
Only $5.75
(21D2)
234.ID((;sl>
And Ghetto Sweet Iced Tea
.with a rate•of $ 10 (or first 20 .
(2-0ID) <6'1(6.<JY!>~2
words and $2 for every 5
words thereafter. Personal
Chandra-- That1ks for com- .
ads are $2 for the first 10
ing through this week-- as
words and $ 1 for every
Students, Faculty, Staff
usual! Great pies!
Top prices paid for used and
additional 5 words.

1-----------

unwanted textbooks with resale
value.
Taj Book Service
(202) 722•0701 or 1·800·223·
TAJO or email
taj_reniv@juno.com
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CONGRATS
HILLTOP-- WE
ARE ALMOST
THROUGH! 2
MORE TOGO!

ll~l! CU-tlF<!~'OIJIIIn:!IIDi, !l'rcyn~,
lb1D~.D!l\1!1 <C3ll';ill'I, lb!lll>tlblllllll~;
1PS11P<t3!:,,!1::::C• r:~

<Co:n~~l <CDiDill,N llli&IIIIJID1J

:n~ :{Zlil>ll) -l>ll'1--'D1(63;
rtl1Dll111Ucl"21b:o11rn!Nl.<t:il1D

'"s_t_aff
_ __ _G_re_a_t_i-ss_u_e_!_~-a-•11- - 1
held it down despite everything that's happened. You
are the best!
Lauren

l' ht·n l.t.•t u, f.'hjJl ~l' ~our...

.\ d - it udl'

Spring Break

( ·ust nm .\ds mad llillf opir., to
pu t ~ o ur o rJ!uni1a1io n. ~ our

SPRING BREAK 2003 is now
sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Ja•
maica, Bahamas, South Padre, Las
Vegas, Florida, and Ibiza: Book
early and get FREE MEALS!
Student Express sponsors the
BEST PARTIES and is
NOW HIRING salaried Salespeo•
pie, Campus Reps, and On•site
Staff. Contact "'"~•·.studentex•
press.com or
1-800-787-3787 for details.

hn,in,·ss. u nd \C H o ut fht•n-~
ll o u t miss a g o lden

opponuuit,·!

Josef and Aisha- my upand-i:Oming Managing Edi•
tOB- Thanks for coming
lhrough on Monday - before
your time. Yoo will learn
quickly and you'll both do
wonderfully. -EiC

Jazelle-Thanks tor helping out
yesterday, We realy appreciated it!

( ' •II us To,b ~! !!
W,• rr Waltln::. \'011
S h nnldu t!
1:0:1 NOl>-474q

l'hl· llillto11 Husim·":

\\ h,·n· ~ OUI' husim·" · i,
o ur· h us i,u·,,

Mama, I'm coming home
and I'm not leaving 'til I
do all my laundry and
gain 15 lbs.
•·Josef
Congratulations J oy
Ada ms on your big hit!
You are on your way...
••Jazelle

_ _H_e_lp_w_a_nt_ed_ _ l

O"'

HlJ •I

'.PW'.bl~lil!b :lll"tl,i:!l<tJ <0:n J)'Ollrt,s:~
lll:O:D'Wt>blli!:-t illb<tt>lr'J• :nll<il
lhllllDllll ~ !!llilcl' IJ/<tJl:om!b1p
IY.l:n~m:ii. illb·t oailt~l ~:iinu
lr.D(l 11D'.b!lrl1~llh j:o'.lllflD!la O:n
illh:!I l!Jmlb:il ~1:!!J, h ~Dllil!.•
d:ns 11t>11' [P!n:nna1'1f(!) &il'\lli:ll:ii:l,
iPU>lDIDllll <lllQll)l\'I, !1[P!~ilinll1

l'llrnll'illl!IJ~ &mil &1ro1r1<1,l'ilt.
'W<t lll <!!lctOllll! 11:n'blllll.i3l'll1Dlil
illhnil &ri111:oti1lilt9 ;p:irnt.e &mil
!ll:OIDTID~1l:Dil:<t Sl\1 & llll:llD!llO !ll:I'
111,clnll \l:lbil~-t. '!!'Jim do n

...-1-

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Ba•
bamas, Mazatlan, Florida, SPadre.
$111lllil 111&)1 tD $1l'l":p:n!bMa'.b:til
ll0% Best Prices!
:lllD,:iJ !J',01t <Dlih:iill'll ~ !btDl' l7;t>!lllf
Book Now & get Free Parties &
~11)ll, 1ll:n1il Im 1J1D!b1Dl~:o:nc
Meals!
.
~.illlll
'l'll JF.e'.lJtmclh1J) ~J&~
group Discounts. Now Hiring Cam~:n:ll, IB:o\I ll'tll.
pus Reps!
W)l&:lh.,
N'\i' Uil>'l>tli<D<011' il:o
1-800-234-7007
1Tl!l'.Dlll11'1'.hlrp@[:olrtll~<Oll"S,
endlesssummertours.com
Attention Spring Breakers Travel
Free 2003 Free trips, drinks & meals
Party w/ MTV Hottest Destinations
Most Reliable
WWWefUMP12fh19UCf&Pm
1-800-426-7710

hyped

appy
Thankscnving

t!!>:o:n'lt lb1l 11:0 IIJ~-lill A'll!J )l:Olll
a:o:o:hnn!! :l'.ol' :n JP~Drts to

-#-1-S-p -rin_g_ B
_ r_e-ak
-· -Fre_e_Tr
_ i_p_s,---1
Drinks/Meals Lowest Prices
Partiesw/MTV/Jerry Springer
Featured w/MSNBC/rravel Channcl
Better than ever!!
1·800-426-7710

Kerry-Ann •Con gratula tions on Meet
the Press! We know you
will do great!

lrl~'-!ll~ $11'3l[PlM:i: m<IQ~ \fl''1l\b

Bible Studies
Tuesdays 7:00 pm in the
Inter-faith room at t he Quad,
Thursdays, 7:30 pm at Drew
and 9:00 pm at Carver. Sponsored by The Navigators

tt·muunfpbtthtouac<PID

- Lauren

!PIJ\:OIT-t~l'l11>1D1lil (C:01D[PID~lf ~ ·,e:r.

!Krn<1><!:l!. OCID~lh.
~Ylb:o -, ':l'ih.tn
'Dl'illl~~
<Cl:r!l.lle~ \ffibrol'

Spring Break 2003 with STS
Americas #1 Student Tour Operator
Seu trips earn cash Travel Free
Information/Reservations
1·800•648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com

Ira-- Congratulations Oil the
Philadelphia Inquirer.

Ca ncun_, ........... $649
Jamai ca ..... .. .. $729·
Paris ................... $485
Amst;erda m .....$509

SPRlNa
B'ReAK

2401 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Suite G

2003

www.st;a t; ravel .com

( 202 ) 887.0912
;:...

on1..1ne.

>►

on THE PHOnE

"'·

·' -

..41

TRAVEL

>>

on CAmPU.J'"

»

on THE .J'"TREET

Do you need extra Holiday income
If so contact Charmaine J osey
@ J-800-354-9450

For Rent
APARTMENT TO SHAR E/ U
STREET
30 s Grad Student seeks
considerate non-smoker to share spacious 2 BR apartment in a row house
on 11th and U HWF, W/ D, Porch, 1/2
block from Metro Available Nov. 25
rent $625
Tel. 202·667•5732 or email:
jefed@earthlink .. net

,,

. ''\,,

IBno-l<tD<fb:r.i N(!)<!:lJ.t:il!
Earn up to $300 per day.
No experience necessary.
Will train.
Call 1-866-291-1884 ext.DC13

(;o l IIOl!,,l,v:
Want to earn an extra SS00·
11 ~ r ,1l d '1ak ~•udt•nt h1 l1ki n~ for a
$2,000 per month???
!lfril1 u" mindt•d h 'n ant 1(1 !i,harc.~ a :
PSG,
inc. is looking for entrellR \pt .. , ,.ar Rll<k Cn·,·k Park
preneurial-minded
students to
Starti n~ .Jan . 1. 1(l(l;
work
in
our
membership
sales
( '1,u,• in Date bcfo n· J :in I. \
division.
Benefits
include
base
(Juit·t ,t'i~hh l1rh1.,1l1d. ~p liCiuus
\p artmrnt , II\\ F. ll\\. I 11 r~<' lt il- pay plus bonuses, digital phone
with unlimited calling, 2-way
it~ R ti tim H ontt· O ffi,:c;. Frt't' C:1tllc.
pager with unlimited characa !ltq, :H,a~ fn1m 1.St h ~tn·t·I
ters, company car and other
111t•t n 1b u!I, p arl...in ~ J' a itlblt'
benefits!
For more info call 1R t•n t S~()O indud t' !I utiliti r s
888·239•
7919 or
Ft, r m int' i nfo
·
visit
us
at
www.ld.net/psg.
t'ma il d !i- lndc .1 :io l. C(l nl
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I want my two dollars. ..

i==========

Sp•i"9 B,eak
"cJamaicaH sl}'lc.
€ve,ybody's iHvited.

$2

$2 beer
rail drinks
everyday.

~"' .airf~N'r. a...d hotel
t..ta~o'tbtic,... t o ~
a.tu! acfl·\lftl,,H, tkc.H-1.ablc. t°"" o,,,-ata...

will get xm4 tJ,.e-.
J

Sm, Spla•h To",...

1.800.lf;26,7710
www....,u1? lo1Jhto .. .,.,Q01tt

St"de.~t :-r: J.~1 Sc,.vic.c•

1.800!'648.4849
ww.✓.•ttitl"oVCl ,,co m.

~foe A dan1s iVl0rJ.!a1l commtlnity's #

I bar.

2 U <.> .~
C i bo h t C C. 11 't h
202.518.6847

1n o r g :1 n
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